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FEELING
GOOD
Birds flying high
You know how I feel
Sun in the sky
You know how I feel
Breeze driftin’ on by
You know how I feel
It’s a new dawn
It’s a new day
It’s a new life
For me
And I’m feeling good
I’m feeling good
- Leslie Bricusse / Anthony Newley
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appy New Year!
I don’t always do
resolutions, but here
at WALTER, we have one
for 2020: To try something
new—a restaurant, a gallery,
a venue—every week this
year. It’s so easy to get into a
routine and keep doing the
same things, especially when
those routine things are
pretty darn great (see: oak
We hopped onto the set while photographing Louis
milk lattes at 42 & Lawrence,
St.Lewis—but not even the three of us put together are
the Incredibowl at Happy &
as cool as this larger-than-life artist. Learn about him on
Hale). But reading through
page 106.
this issue was a good reminder to all of us that there
are so many amazing things to experience in this city. And we’ll never get to them, if
we stay inside our comfort zones. You can follow along (and make suggestions!) with
the Instagram hashtag #walterwanders.
The easiest way to start: with food. We asked the ultimate tastemakers—aka food
industry folks—where they take those sophisticated palates, and the result is a list of
nearly 100 great options, from dive-y drinks to ﬁne dining (pg. 72).
Longtime music columnist David Menconi wrote up a preview of what to listen
for this year—including local Grammy contenders to keep an eye on and some unusual
work coming from artists in our area—a few of whom, I’ll admit, I haven’t listened to…
yet (pg. 90). One of my ﬁrst “new” (to me) stops may be a performance by the Raleigh
Symphony Orchestra. In interviewing its musicians, many of whom have been with the
group for decades, I was impressed by their passion and energy, and it’s an opportunity
to support local composers making new symphonic work, too (pg. 62).
Larry Wheeler took a visual meander through many of our local museums to learn
what they’re excited about for 2020 (pg. 82). What he found is that our art scene is
broad, ambitious and dynamic, and stands up to many others that are better-known.
But it’s up to us to, as he reminds us, “get up, get out—and get going.”
I think that works across all categories. And we’re on it!

5634 Durham Chapel Hill Blvd., Durham, NC

Beauty, Artistry & Tradition
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

www.persiancarpet.com

Ayn-Monique Klahre
Editor
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WHO WE ARE
WHAT NEW SERVICES ARE
YOU EXCITED TO OFFER?
Patients are often anxious to get back to their
fitness routine after surgery. We now offer
patients complimentary post-op Emsculpt
treatments, which allows them tomaintain some
aspects of their fitness level and further improve
their physique during recovery. We also offer
Emsella to strengthen the pelvic floor, which can
enhance the results of a Mommy Makeover.

HOW DO YOU SHOW PATIENTS
YOU CARE POST-TREATMENT?
We are preemptive and proactive about
post-operative pain control. Our goal is for
patients to leave the recovery area with a smile
and to enjoy a less than 24-hour return to light,
routine daily activities.

DESCRIBE YOUR DOCTOR/PATIENT
RELATIONSHIP DYNAMIC.
We pay very close attention to our patients’
goals, routine and lifestyle to tailor a plan that
suits them best.

WHAT SETS YOUR
PRACTICE APART?
Our practice is designed for the most discerning
patients, many of which are physicians,
physician’s assistants and nursing professionals.
We only employ boardcertified anesthesiologists
and our on-site ambulatory surgery center has
both AAAASF and Joint Commission
accreditation. Our high-profile patients
appreciate our discreet private entrance.

WHAT IS THE MOST OUTRAGEOUS
MEDICAL MYTH YOU’VE HEARD?

MOMMY MAKEOVER
Actual patient of
Blue Water Plastic Surgery

That breast augmentation is a“simple surgery.”
Merely making breasts bigger is pretty easy to
do, but creating augmented breasts that look and
feel natural, that have an aesthetically ideal
shape and that maintain a beautiful appearance
for years to come requires expertise, attention to
detail and an artist’s eye.

MICHAEL LAW, M.D.
ALEXANDRA SCHMIDT, M.D.
Fellowship Trained Plastic Surgeons

10941 Raven Ridge Rd, Raleigh

919.256.0900

BlueWaterPlasticSurgeryPartners.com
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GUS SAMARCO /
P HOTO G R A PH ER
Samarco is a Brazilian transplant to
Raleigh who is an avid reader and
likes to listen to Heavy Metal and
watch bike races on TV.
Samarco photographed owner
of CORE Fitness Jojo Polk and
Raleigh Mayor Mary-Ann Baldwin
for this issue. “I was very impressed
with Jojo’s determination to overcome paralysis and the fact he gets
to look back and ﬁnd good things
that came from his tragic accident.
Mary-Ann Baldwin has a great
personality and was very spontaneous in front of the camera.”

Fairﬁeld Chair

Creating Inspiring
Interiors
FULL SERVICE INTERIOR DESIGN
Furniture and Accessories • Shutters, Blinds and Shades
Wallpapers • Area Rugs • Custom Bedding
Draperies and Valances • Kitchen and Bath Design

THE ONLY DECORATING SOURCE YOU’LL EVER NEED!

5850 Fayetteville Road Suite 104, Durham, NC. 27713
M-F 9am-5pm • Sat 10am-2pm

919-806-3638 | sewfine2.com

JILLIAN CLARK /
P HOTO G R A P HE R
Clark is an editorial and portrait
photographer based here in Raleigh
with a soft spot for photographing
musicians and artists. Clark photographed our cover artist, Louis
St.Lewis.
“Louis is a favorite subject of
mine—he’s eccentric and theatric,
but he’s not to be mistaken for
anyone’s quirky novelty; he’s such
a true artist and I’m really lucky to
have had him in front of my lens
throughout the years.”

DAVID MENCONI / WR I T ER
The 2019 Piedmont Laureate, Menconi spent 28 years covering music
for The News & Observer. He has
also written for Billboard, Rolling
Stone, The New York Times and Spin
magazine. His book on the history
of North Carolina music will be
published in the fall of 2020 by
University of North Carolina Press.
Discovering that North
Carolina Poet Laureate Jaki Shelton
Green will release an album in 2020
was very cool—emblematic of how
broad, deep and multi-faceted this
state’s music really is.

Eamon Queeney (WHEELER); Bryan Regan (SAMARCO); courtesy Jillian Clark; courtesy David Menconi

LARRY WHEELER / W R I TE R
Wheeler, Director Emeritus of
NCMA, consults nationally with
arts and nonproﬁt organizations
on vision and storytelling. He is
particularly interested in advancing
the success of regional artists and
arts organizations as described in
this issue of WALTER.
Wheeler’s travels focus on signiﬁcant arts events in the world and
enjoying his friends. He recently
received the NC Award in Fine
Arts, considered the State’s highest
honor.
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IMAGINE YOUR
HOME TOTALLY ORGANIZED

$300 OFF PLUS FREE Installation
Terms and Conditions: $300 off any order of $1198 or more, $200 off any order of $998-$1198 or $100 off any order of $698-$998,
on any complete custom closet, garage, or home office unit. Not valid with any other offer.
Free installation with any complete unit order of $600 or more. With incoming order, at time of purchase only. Expires in 30 days.

CUSTOM CLOSETS • GARAGE CABINETS • HOME OFFICES • PANTRIES • LAUNDRIES • HOBBY ROOMS

Call for a free in-home design consultation and estimate
919-850-9030 | closetsbydesign.com
Follow us

Licensed and Insured • Locally Owned and Operated

YOUR FEEDBACK
@waltermagazine
We love seeing our community enjoying WALTER!
Tag us in a photo with your issue of the magazine
with #wearewalter and you just might ﬁnd
yourself on our pages!

PATRICK LAWRENCE DDS | SHANUP GUNDECHA DMD

The Exceptional
Is Not Uncommon
Helping families and individuals achieve a smile that lasts
forever is the focus of TrueCare Dentistry, formerly Family
& Cosmetic Dentistry. Drs. Patrick Lawrence and Shanup
Gundecha have provided exceptional service for more than 20
years. Their experience covers the full spectrum of cosmetic,
restorative and comprehensive dental health management.

Writer Jake Satisky with his story on
his family’s Hanukkah traditions

We asked our readers to share their
memories from Kanki in Crabtree
Valley Mall, featured in our December issue. Here’s what they said:
@aplarson1: Every year for my birthday!
@kelsey_from_: @jaclynmorgan
hilarious and still true! Did my 36th
there when I was prego for fun.
@chippup: This is funny because we
have 6 children, and we went to Kanki every time we were going to tell
them that we were having another
baby. So, by the last child, when we
said we were going to Kanki for dinner, they were old enough to know
what was coming.

Schedule an appointment today!
919.859.1330 | www.truecaredentistrync.com

@waltermagazine
www.waltermagazine.com

WALTER
Patrick Lawrence DDS & Shanup Gundecha DMD
431 Keisler Drive, Suite 200, Cary, NC 27518

421 Fayetteville St., Suite 104
Raleigh, NC 27601

“ The Triangle market is our home. We have a highly
engaged banking team that works together to bring
the best out in our community by serving others and
enriching lives. Let us introduce you to our unique
style of banking that makes you feel like family.”

Brian K. Reid, President TowneBank Triangle

3535 Glenwood Avenue
(919) 788-7770 | TowneBank.com
Art by Scott Harris / available through ArtSource Fine Art “Memorial Auditorium - Duke Performing Arts Center”

STATE OF THE ARTS
The United Arts Council welcomes a new director
and celebrates local creativity

T

he United Arts Council
of Raleigh and Wake
County does not make
art—it makes art happen. “We like to say we
make art happen from
A to Z—Apex to Zebulon,” says Lisa
McIntosh, director of communications
for the private nonproﬁt, which celebrated 30 years of work in the community last year. It partners with businesses, individuals, foundations and the
government to provide arts education
to schools and municipalities through
advocacy and a variety of programs
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and services. “It’s hard to come up with
our elevator pitch, because we do so
much in the community behind the
scenes,” says McIntosh. “People may not
know our name, but they do know our
programs, like Artists in Schools, Wake
County Artist in Residence, Municipal
Murals and the Piedmont Laureate.
They also know our annual fundraiser
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner.”
Each year, the council kicks off the
new year with the State of the Arts and
Culture in Wake County, an information day to share new arts and cultural data, provide information about

upcoming arts events, announce the
new Piedmont Laureate and other grant
recipients and showcase local artistic
talent from Wake County schools. State
of the Arts will be held January 29 from
4-6 p.m. at the N.C. Museum of History.
It is free and open to the public.
The new year also brings a change in
leadership to the United Arts Council.
Charles Phaneuf has been named the
next president, succeeding Eleanor Oakley, who is retiring after 18 dedicated
years of service.
Phaneuf is no stranger to making art
happen: The Raleigh native is a gradu-

Courtesy United Arts Council

Happening
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ate of Enloe High School, where he
played saxophone in various bands and
played gigs at First Friday events and
Artsplosure. “It’s kind of funny that I
have come full circle, because United
Arts is an organization that supports
all of these kinds of things,” says Phaneuf. He went on to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where
he played in bands and served in leadership positions, including president of
the Student Union. Phaneuf headed to
Washington, D.C., after college to pursue a career in theatre management. He
was the Associate Managing Director at
the Shakespeare Theater Company and
he is a founding member of the Bohemian Caverns Jazz Orchestra and the
Capital Fringe Festival, an alternative
performing arts festival.
After a few years in D.C., Phaneuf
felt the call to move back home. He
was hired as the executive director of
Raleigh Little Theatre (RLT) in 2012.
At the time, he was only 30, but had the
right mix of experience and enthusiasm
to lead the beloved community theatre,
which has been around since the 1930s.
The legacy Phaneuf leaves behind
at RLT is proof of his passion for arts
advocacy. He led a successful capital
campaign to update the facility, grew
its operating budget and will leave the
theater ﬁnancially secure. Aside from
the ﬁscal health of RLT, Phaneuf says he
takes a great deal of pride in the expansion of the theater’s programming. “The
focus has been on inclusion and equity,”
he says. “It can’t be a community theater
unless it’s a true representation of the
community.” To that end, RLT was one
of the ﬁrst theaters in the community
to work with Arts Access to launch the
Wake Arts Inclusion Project. Has also
introduced sensory-friendly performances and made their education
programs more inclusive county-wide,
including expanding their outdoor
performance series like Groove in the
Garden and Art in the Garden.
In addition to his duties at RLT, Phaneuf works with Arts North Carolina, a
statewide advocacy organization which

strives for equity and access to the arts
for all North Carolinians. “For the arts
to be strong and grow, everybody has to
participate. The arts have got to be for
everyone,” says Phaneuf.
Phaneuf will start making art happen for United Arts in early February, and he already has big plans. To
date, the council’s Artists in Schools
program reaches 120,000 children in
Wake County—one of the largest in the
country. The catch, Phaneuf says: Wake
County has 160,000 school children.
“If we believe the arts are for everyone,
then why are we not reaching that other
40,000?”
When he’s not advocating for the arts,
Phaneuf still manages to make a little
time for himself. He plays saxophone
with the North Carolina Symphony two
to three times a year. You can catch him
next during their March pop series. “I
care about arts in the community very
much. I truly believe that this is how we
build strong communities,” says Phaneuf. Artist and art advocate, Charles
Phaneuf is sure to bring our community
good counsel. —Katherine Poole

Scenes from United Arts Council programs. From the top: Arts Integration
Institute; Carlota Santana performs at
Brooks Elementary School as part of
the Artist in Schools program; mural
by Taylor White in Wake Forest
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all month

Over 25,000 sq. ft. of
Curated ‘Interesting
Stuff’ Showcasing
50 Fine Dealers
5425 Hillsborough Street
Raleigh NC 27606
(formerly Wayside Furniture)

(919) 436-4006 • pigﬁshlane.com

The North Carolina Symphony will rocket
audiences to the sun, moon, planets
and stars this month. January 10, the
symphony performs The Planets by Gustav
Holst. The program also includes Salina
Fisher’s Rainphase and Claude Debussy’s
Nocturnes and features the Women of
the North Carolina Master Chorale.
Gemma New conducts. Next up in their
ongoing pops series is The Music of Elton
John Featuring Michael Cavanaugh January
17-18. Vocalist and pianist Cavanaugh
(handpicked by Billy Joel to portray him
in the Broadway musical Movin’ Out)
joins the symphony for an evening of
crocodile rocking. January 24-25 legendary pianist Stephen Hough joins the
symphony for Johannes Brahms’ Concerto
No. 2. The program also includes Louise
Farrenc’s Overture No. 1 in E. Minor and
Franz Schubert’s Symphony No. 4. Grant
Llewellyn conducts. All of these performances take place at the Duke Energy
Center for the Performing Arts. Finally,
the symphony’s string section will accompany the majestic organ at the Holy
Name of Jesus Cathedral January 31 for
the music of Vaughan Williams Respighi.
Heavenly.
See website for dates, times and locations
for each performance; from $20;
ncsymphony.org

Getty Images

THE PLANETS

Getty Images
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Reap what you sow at Camden
Street Learning Garden’s Soil Slingin’ Second Saturday January 11. Soil Slingin’ is an ongoing initiative (every second Saturday of the month) for the downtown
community garden that gives individuals hands-on composting
experience. “This is an opportunity for folks to learn more about
the beauty of composting in all phases: building a new pile from
scratch, maintaining active piles, and sifting ﬁnished compost to
be used in the garden,” says Kat Nigro from CompostNow. Bring
the family and ﬁnd out what’s cooking in the Compost Kitchen,
the garden’s collaborative composting system with Inter-Faith
Food Shuttle. If you sling, you should bring closed-toed shoes and
a reusable water bottle.

During the Victorian Era, etiquette
dictated that mourners dress in black out
of respect for the deceased. It was fashionable for both men and
women to accessorize this look with mourning jewelry—rings,
bracelets, necklaces, brooches and other pieces often made with
black stones and inscripted with memorials to loved ones. Discover the Art of Mourning Jewelry with Hayden Peters at Oakwood
Cemetery January 19. Peters is a jewelry historian and lecturer
from Australia, who hosts the site Art of Mourning (artofmourning.com), a teaching platform dedicated to sharing the macabre
history of this unique style of jewelry popular from the 1500s
through the early 1900s. Don’t mourn this loss: secure tickets
early, Peters’ last lecture at Oakwood Cemetery sold out.

10 a.m. - 12 p.m; free; 315 Camden St.;
foodshuttle.org/camden-garden

2 - 3:30 p.m.; $15; 701 Oakwood Ave.; eventbrite.com keyword: art
of mourning jewelry

SOIL SLINGIN'
SATURDAY

THE ART OF
MOURNING

LEADING
WITH HEART
When Kathryn traveled to Zambia as a Ravenscroft freshman, she
discovered the power of combining global experience with philanthropic
leadership, learning more about the lives and cultures of people across the
world and the impact of partnership in addressing real-world challenges.

Learn more about our one-of-a-kind citizen leadership framework!
Visit www.ravenscroft.org to learn more and call our Admissions Office at 919.848.6470
to schedule a tour.

Gus Samarco
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THE GREAT COVER UP

Local musicians play the hits at this two-weekend aﬀair

I

f you’ve ever wished you could see some of the biggest musicians of our time play all in one night, you
may have your chance. Kings is expanding its The Great
Cover Up performance series to two weekends this year.
This fun-ﬁlled event invites area musicians to fully impersonate big-name bands—from vocals and instrumentation
right down to the costumes—for 15-to 20-minute sets.
“It’s just a fun party,” says Kings co-owner and musician
Paul Siler (you’ll recognize him hosting in his signature
jacket, a ﬁnd from Father and Son). “Everyone wants a reason
to change their personas for a bit.”
The tradition started as a single night show in 1999—the
same year the venue opened—and has added nights every
year since. This year, The Great Cover Up will happen over
six nights on two weekends, with a lineup of more than 50
bands. Genres range from indie to punk to pop, and past
groups have included Weezer, David Bowie, Buddy Holly, Joy
Division, Smash Mouth and more—but Siler says that every
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year they add new acts they haven’t done.
The fun part is that you never know who you’re going to
see. “You may know the performers in real life, but the audience doesn’t know who they’re going to be,” says Siler. The
participating musicians change every year, too, but some repeats—not as themselves, of course—include Reese McHenry,
Kate Rudy, Charles Latham and Mark Connor. Proceeds from
the event go to various charities; these change, too, but usually include InterAct, KidzNotes, The Beehive Collective and
others. Tickets are sold only at the door, and you can expect
a line. “It’s always crowded from the get-go, and I’m amazed
every year, because everyone takes it really seriously and looks
great,” says Siler. “They kill it. It’s a big old good time.”
—Ayn-Monique Klahre
January 9-11 and 16-18, 8 p.m.; For more information,
visit kingsraleigh.com.

JANUARY

Opposite page: Paul Siler,
co-owner of Garland, Kings and
Neptunes Parlor serves as
emcee. This page from top:
Cover Up perfomers “Amy
Winehouse,” “Billy Squier” and
“The Sex Pistols”
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NEIL DEGRASSE
TYSON: AN
ASTROPHYSICIST
GOES TO THE
MOVIES

FINE AND FUN VINTAGE
SELECTIONS FOR YOUR HOME

Laurie Sugg, Owner

Fine Porcelains, Fun Furnishings,
Vintage Barware, Unique Gifts
1846 Wake Forest Road, Raleigh, NC. 27608

www.thefabfoo.com • 919-621-1771
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook @thefabfoo

Does a spoonful of sugar scientiﬁcally
help the medicine go down? Find out
with Neil deGrasse Tyson: An Astrophysicist Goes to the Movies—The Sequel January 20 at the Durham Performing Arts
Center. DeGrasse Tyson reviews movies
like The Wizard of Oz, Mary Poppins and
Interstellar and gives two thumbs up or
down on the plausibility of the science
in the storylines. Challenge your willingness to suspend disbelief during this
evening of weird science.
7:30 p.m.; from $50; 123 Vivian St.;
dpacnc.com

Courtesy Amazon
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Scott Sharpe (AMERICAN AQUARIUM); Getty Images (CLOWN)
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24-25
ROAD TRIP
TO RALEIGH

BJ Barham, the frontman for
the alt country band American Aquarium, is proud to
call Raleigh home. So proud,
he invites fans from all over
the country to visit. January
24-25 marks the sixth annual
American Aquarium’s Road Trip
to Raleigh with two nights of
performances at Lincoln Theatre. Friday night the band
will be joined by Futurebirds
and Mike & The Moonpies and on Saturday they will be joined
by Charley Crockett and Kelsey Waldon. Pre- or post-show, take
advantage of the restaurant and bar scene downtown—many local
establishments will have American Aquarium-themed libations and
dishes. Dive in.
8 p.m.; $30; 126 E. Cabarrus St.; lincolntheatre.com

MAKE

A

24-26
PAGLIACCI

The North Carolina Opera (NCO) presents
Pagliacci January 24 and 26 at the Duke Energy
Center for the Performing Arts. The masterpiece
by Ruggero Leoncavallo is the story of the tragic
hero Canio who plays the role of a clown in a
band of traveling carnival players. His jealousy
over his wife’s perceived inﬁdelity leads to tragic
results. NCO welcomes back returning artists Carl
Tanner (Sampson and Delilah) and UNC-Chapel Hill graduate
Melinda Whittington (Cold Mountain), along with Keitaro Harada
(Carmen 2019) conducting the orchestra and chorus. Please note:
the opera has a prologue and two acts and is sung in Italian with
projected English translations.
See website for performance dates and times; from $24; 2 E. South
St.; ncopera.org

S TAT E M E N T

D I A MOND S , E S TATE AND A N T IQU E J E WE L R Y
L O O S E D I A MOND S OF AL L S H A PE S A N D S I Z E S
C ERT I FI ED A PPR AI SAL S • E X PE RT J E WE L R Y R E PA I R S
W E B U Y D I A MOND S , G OL D A N D P L AT I N U M
345 S. WILMINGTON STREET
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Celebrate the World
at the
th

34 International
Festival of Raleigh!
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3 Days, 60+ Cultures

25-26

See website for dates and times; free; 11 W. Jones St.; naturalsciences.org

Food, Dance, Music, Culture, Art,
Shopping, Fashion, FUN!

March 6 – 8, 2020
NC State Fairgrounds
www.InternationalFestival.org

1/302/16
RHAPSODY IN BLUE

The Carolina Ballet presents Rhapsody in Blue January 30 through February 16. The ballet
pays tribute to legendary American composers George Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein.
Written in 1924, the iconic Rhapsody in Blue continues to inspire artists and audiences
alike. Bernstein’s Symposium is on the program as well and features a new work choreographed by artistic director Zalman Raﬀael and founding artistic director Robert Weiss.
See website for ballet dates and times; from $37; 2 E. South St.; carolinaballet.com

The international Festival is funded
in part by the City of Raleigh based on
recommendations of the Raleigh Arts Commission

Getty Images; Rachel Neville Photography

ASTRONOMY DAYS

Mission control countdown has begun for Astronomy Days 2020 at the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences January 25-26. Join the museum team and the Raleigh
Astronomy Club for two days of space exploration. With activities like astronomy quiz
games, comet crafts, solar observing and driving a robot rover to exhibits like Animals of
the Constellations, Astrophotography and Current Space Missions, explorers young and
old will expand their universe. Suit up for this stellar afternoon.

Raindance S Showerhead
with PowderRain
Technology

B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
For projects of any size, perfection often requires making difficult decisions. Allow the experts at
Ferguson to make things easy by introducing you to an extensive collection of stylish products from

RALEIGH
F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2019 Ferguson Enterprises, LLC 1119 1584223

prominent brands, all designed to bring your vision to life. Learn more at fergusonshowrooms.com

Do Something Big

$2,350,000.00

2

KRISPY KREME CHALLENGE

2805 Lakeview Drive
Country Club Hills

$2,995,000.00

It’s time once again for the ultimate sugar rush—the Krispy Kreme
Challenge glazes the streets of downtown Raleigh February 1. Since
the original doughnut run in 2004, this (almost) ﬁve-mile race has
become an infamous bucket list item for race enthusiasts as well
as a fundraising event for the UNC Children’s Hospital. The race,
which is open to runners and doughnut lovers of all ages, begins
and ends at the Bell Tower on the campus of N.C. State University. You can register as a No Doughnut Runner (sensible), a few
doughnut eating Casual Runner (slightly silly) or a full-on twelve
doughnut eating Challenger (totally nuts). Awards and antacid will
be distributed at the race’s end.
See website for all race information and to register;
krispykremechallenge.com

12324 Birchfalls Drive
Bayleaf Farms

$3,250,000.00

Runyon Tyler III
919.271.6641

runyon.tyler@bhhsysu.com
BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway
affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.%AE Equal Housing Opportunity.

Ethan Hyman (RACE); Getty Images (DOUGHNUT)

3516 Williamsborough Court
Williamsborough
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11

CELINE
DION

Dance the night away February 8 with your valentines at Marbles
Kids Museum’s Family Heart Hop. Bop, bump, ﬂoss and foxtrot in
your ﬁnest; make a corsage or a special card for your date, test your
ﬁtness in Cupid’s Quest, play in the museum’s exhibits and enjoy
tasty treats and special love potions. Love is in the air.

Celine Dion proves
her heart will go on
February 11 when
her Courage World
Tour powers up the
PNC Arena. This is
the French Canadian
pop diva, fashion icon
and soundtrack-ofour-lives singer’s ﬁrst
tour in ten years and,
as a thank you to her
loyal fans, all online
ticket purchases will
come with a CD copy of her new English album Courage. Parking
lot opens at 5 for “Near, far, wherever you are” vocal warmups.
(Parking lot fees apply.)

6 - 8:30 p.m.; from $15; 201 E. Hargett St.; marbleskidsmuseum.org

7:30 p.m.; from $125; 1400 Edward Mills Road; pncarena.com

8

FAMILY HEART BOP

Winter is Better Here
Banner Elk is the only NC town within
five miles of two ski resorts. Ski all day,
then enjoy upscale lodging, dining and
nightlife in NC’s Ski Town.

BannerElk.com

Happening NOW

SCENE OF THE CRIME

I

t’s no mystery that McIntyre’s
Books at Fearrington Village in
Pittsboro is the place to go for
thrillers—the shop, which has
been around since 1989, has
an entire room dedicated to all
things suspenseful. So when brainstorming ideas on how to build on the overwhelming success of its children’s book
festival, Whirlikids, book buyer Pete
Mock says it made perfect sense to host a
mystery book event. The first ever Crime
Scene Mystery Bookfest will be held
February 8 and the lineup is killer. “We
have one of the best mystery and thriller
selections in the South, and we have
enough of a reputation that we were able
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to get an amazing group of authors,” says
Mock, who’s also the shop’s resident mystery guru. “It’s pretty loaded.” The roster
of 20+ whodunnits include Edgar Award
winners, The New York Times bestsellers, internationally renowned and local
writers like William Boyle, Martin Clark,
Gregg Hurwitz, Jamie Mason, Thomas
Perry and S.J. Rozan.
The festival kicks off Friday, February
7 at the Barn at Fearrington with Killer
Cocktails, an exclusive, ticketed event.
Mix and mingle with the authors in an
intimate setting, get books signed and
enjoy hors d’oeuvres and drinks. Tickets
are $75 and include two drink tickets
and a $20 gift card.

Return to the scene of the crime Saturday for a full day of panel discussions,
author readings and book signings held
at McIntyre’s, the Barn at Fearrington
and the Belted Goat, Fearrington’s casual
dining spot. The event will culminate
with the announcement of the winner
of the third annual Beltie Mystery Prize.
The bookfest is free and open to the public. Visit the website for a full schedule
and list of attending authors.
—Katherine Poole
For more information, fearrington.com/
mcintyres-books/
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McIntyre’s Books launches a thrilling new book festival

CAROLINA PERFORMING ARTS
FEBRUARY

JANUARY 30

THE EVE PROJECT
MARTHA GRAHAM
DANCE COMPANY

Courtesy McIntyre's Books

A CELEBRATION
OF WOMEN

FEBRUARY 11 & 12

FEBRUARY 22

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN
DANCE THEATER

MARIA SCHNEIDER
ORCHESTRA

THE REVOLUTIONARY
COMPANY RETURNS

2020 CAROLINA JAZZ
FESTIVAL HEADLINER

FEBRUARY 25

MARCH 24

ISABEL LEONARD,

MITSUKO UCHIDA
AND MAHLER
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

MEZZO-SOPRANO WITH THE

UNC SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

ACCLAIMED VOCALIST WITH
UNC ENSEMBLE

AN ENCHANTING EVENING
OF MOZART

Pete Mock, McIntyre's Books
resident mystery guru

CAROLINAPERFORMINGARTS.ORG
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Yaouschool
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Kick up your highest heels at Kinky Boots presented by NC Theatre
February 11-16 at the Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts.
The musical with original songs by Cyndi Lauper and book by Harvey
Fierstein, is based on the 2005 British ﬁlm, which is based on the
true story of an unlikely partnership between a cabaret performer
and a young man with a failing shoe factory who team up to make
a line of high heeled boots, save the business and discover friendship
along the way. Kinky.
See website for show dates and times; from $19; 2 E. South St.;
nctheatre.com

lets you shine.

14-23
At Saint Mary’s School, you can immerse
yourself in a variety of academic pursuits
through our rigorous liberal arts curriculum.
Partnerships with organizations in downtown
Raleigh open doors to even more possibilities
for real-world learning experiences. You have
big dreams. We can help you achieve them.
Find what you need at sms.edu/shine.
Saint Mary’s School is an independent, college-preparatory Episcopal
boarding and day school for girls in grades 9-12 in Raleigh, North Carolina.

PRELUDE TO A KISS

Pucker up for Forest Moon Theater’s production of Prelude to a
Kiss February 14-23. The Wake Forest Community Theater group is
staging the classic boy meets girl, boy marries girl, girl gets kissed
by mysterious old man at wedding who causes a Freaky Friday-style
soul swap. The romantic comedy arrives just in time for an out-ofthe-chocolate-box Valentine’s date.
See website for show dates and times; from $13; 405 S. Brooks St.,
Wake Forest; forestmoontheater.org

Getty Images

KINKY BOOTS

We are proud to support Triangle Land Conservancy
through our 1% for the Planet membership.
Learn more at onepercentfortheplanet.org.

Eastgate Crossing

Cameron Village

1800 East Franklin St
Chapel Hill, NC

2017 Cameron St.
Raleigh, NC

GreatOutdoorProvision.com
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2/302/16
THE OLD MAN &
THE OLD MOON

19-23
RAGTIME

North Carolina State University Theatre presents Ragtime at the
Talley Student Union February 19-23. The Tony Award-winning musical by Terrence McNally (book), Stephen Flaherty (music) and Lynn
Ahrens (lyrics) is based on the modern classic of the same name by
E.L. Doctorow. The story blends historical ﬁgures such as Booker T.
Washington, J.P. Morgan, Evelyn Nesbitt and Harry Houdini with ﬁctional characters in intertwining storylines set against the backdrop
of New York City at the turn of the 20th century.
See website for show dates and times; from $8; 2610 Cates Ave.; theatre.
arts.ncsu.edu
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15

STORIES BEHIND THE MUSIC
Listen and learn: the Raleigh Symphony Orchestra presents Stories
Behind the Music February 15 at Ruggero Piano. Discover the inspiration behind pieces such as Winter Jasmine for Flute and Piano by Gary
Schocker; Orange Dawn for Flute and Piano by Ian Clarke; Music in a
Bottle for Piano by Miguel del Aguila and Sea Dances for Clarinet, Cello
and Piano by Raleighite Lanette Lind.
7:30 p.m.; from $10; 4720 Hargrove St.; raleighsymphony.org

20

PATRICK O'DONNELL LECTURE
The shot heard ‘round the Triangle: The North Carolina Museum of
History welcomes acclaimed military historian and author Patrick
O’Donnell for a lecture on the American Revolution February 20.
His talk will focus on the 1st Maryland Regiment, known as The
Immortals, whose eﬀorts altered the revolution war in the months
following the Continental Congress’ formal declaration of independence. Their little-known history is detailed in his book Washington’s
Immortals: The Untold Story of an Elite Regiment Who Changed the
Course of the Revolution.
7 p.m.; from $10; 5 East Edenton St.; ncmuseumofhistory.org

Getty Images

The theme for Theatre in the
Park’s (TIP) new season is
change and they are kicking
it oﬀ with The Old Man &
The Old Moon February 14
through March 1. “We
wanted to do something
new, something diﬀerent, something not many other people are doing
around here,” says Brent Simpson, managing director. And something
diﬀerent it is: The play was developed by the PigPen Theatre Company,
an experimental theatre and music troupe out of New York City. It tells
the story the old man who keeps the moon, but loses what is most important to him, so he must decide between duty and love. The production brings another change as well—it will be the ﬁrst show helmed by
TIP’s new director, Nancy Rich. TIP hopes you’ll be over the moon about
it too.
See website for show dates and times; $24; 107 Pullen Road;
theatreinthepark.com

Gus Samarco
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Statue of Martin Luther King Jr. at Chavis Park; opposite page: sculptures at Oberlin Village

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Seven ways to commemorate the history
Celebrate Black History Month across the Triangle—there’s
plenty to learn, do and see. Take a visit to a monument, or
attend a festival or parade. Here are a few things on our list.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Gardens
Visit the ﬁrst public park in the country devoted to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Southeast Raleigh. The lifesize statue
and water feature are part of Raleigh’s public art collection,
and you can even rent the picnic area of the park for a private
event. The Triangle Martin Luther King Jr. Committee will
host several events that weekend including its 40th annual
wreath laying ceremony.
1215 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
Visit website trianglemlk.com for more information.
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Hayti Heritage Film Festival
One of the largest running Black ﬁlm festivals, the Hayti
Heritage festival in Durham celebrates a wide range of
black Southern ﬁlm—from classic features to documentaries.
Catch a show from February 13 to 15.
hayti.org/programming/ﬁlm
Sweat by Lynn Nottage
The Justice Theater Project debuts Sweat for the ﬁrst time in the
region. The play by Lynn Nottage won the 2017 Pulitzer Prize,
and references themes of race, class and economic status.
Show opens February 13; for show dates and times, visit thejusticetheaterproject.org.

Madeline Gray

FEBRUARY
Music of the Carolinas
Storyteller Donna Washington
will perform a free concert at
N.C. History Museum presented
in partnership with PineCone
February 10. Arrive in advance
to make sure you grab a seat to
hear from the award-winning
recording artist.
3 p.m.; tickets will be given away at
2 p.m.; ncmuseumofhistory.org

Family History Day
Visit Stagville February 8 for a
free day of exploring, including
research opportunities to learn
more about enslaved North
Carolinians. The state historic
site in Durham includes pieces
of one of North Carolina’s
largest plantations.
Feb. 8, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; free;
stagville.org

Oberlin Rising
Visit the monument commemorating the historic AfricanAmerican community Oberlin
Village. You can also check
out the new headquarters for
Preservation NC in the same
neighborhood, in the restored
Rev. Plummer T. Hall House and
the Graves-Fields House.
809 Oberlin Road

MLK Black History Month
Parade & Block Party
Head to Durham February 2 for
the 17th annual MLK Parade.
There will be fun for all with
food trucks, live music, marching
bands, ﬂoats and more. Parade
begins at noon at W.G. Pearson
Elementary School, and activities last throughout the day.
Feb 2; 11 a.m.-4 p.m.; free;
spectacularmag.com

SENSATIONAL.
TIMELESS.
JAZZY.

JANUARY 30, 2020 –
FEBRUARY 16, 2020
RHAPSODY IN BLUE
MEDIA SPONSOR:

Fletcher Opera Theater
CarolinaBallet.com 919-719-0900
Ticketmaster.com 800-982-2787

SPONSORED BY:

28

22

LES BALLETS TROCKADERO
DE MONTE CARLO
Barre none, Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo
(known as the Trocks) is like no other dance company
around. The Trocks are an all-male comic ballet troupe
that have been sending up the classical ballet canon
since the 1970s, and they are bringing all the camp to the
Carolina Theatre February 22. En pointe.
8 p.m.; from $10; 309 W. Morgan St., Durham;
carolinatheatre.org

YAMATO
THE DRUMMERS OF JAPAN
Drum roll please… North Carolina State University LIVE
presents Yamato The Drummers of Japan at Stewart Theatre
February 28. Hailing from the Asuku Village in Nara Prefecture, Yamato is a group of highly trained musicians in traditional Wadaiko (Taiko) drums. Make it dinner and a drum
date: 1887 Bistro is oﬀering a three-course prix ﬁxe dinner
inspired by Japanese culture. Dinner is $32.95 per person.
(See website for more information.)
8 p.m.; from $8; 2610 Cates Ave.; live.arts.ncsu.edu

kandbgalleries.com

8411 Glenwood Ave., Ste. 107
Raleigh, NC 27612

108 E. Chatham St.
Cary, NC 27511

1201-J Raleigh Rd.
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

4209 Lassiter Mill Rd., Ste. 130
Raleigh, NC 27609

919-783-7100

919-467-6341

919-929-1590

919-600-6200

Sascha Vaughan (BALLET); The News and Observer archives (DRUMMER)
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Instant Screening and Privacy Specialists

Looking for something out of the
ordinary to do on Valentines Day?
Consider taking your sweetie on a ﬁeld
trip. Wake County Parks and Recreation offers Natural Explorations: Love
Birds at Historic Yates Mill County
Park. A park naturalist will guide a
group through the park for some titilating birdwatching. Discover how our
feathered friends court, from ﬂaunting
feathers and fending off rivals to settling down to build a nest. It's sure to
inspire a little lovey dovey.
10 - 11:30 a.m.; free (registration is
required); 462 Lake Wheeler Road;
active.com/raleigh-nc

Creative Landscape Design & Installation | Privacy Screens are Our Specialty
Backyard Oasis & Retreats | Swimming Pool Landscapes
Mature Shade & Flowering Trees | Cold Hardy Palms & Tropical Landscapes

RALEIGH • DURHAM • CHAPEL HILL
919-801-0211 | www.homeandgardenlandscapes.com | NCLC License #2591

WALTER EVENTS

INSPIRING
A NEW GENERATION OF LEADERS

WIN
i
20 20
PRE S E NTE D BY

Join us for our third annual WINi
summit celebrating young women,
diversity and innovation. Hear four
female leaders in our community
share their career journeys—from
overcoming obstacles and pushing
boundaries to achieving their goals.
NC State’s Department of Management, Innovation and Entrepreneurship will lead a workshop.

Sunday, February 23
Market Hall, Raleigh
Heavy hors d’oeuvres
and refreshments will be served
For more information, please visit

wini2020.eventbrite.com

2020 WINi Panelists
Meet the four inspiring women leading this year’s talk:
ARSHEEN ALLAM

MAYA FREELON

Founder and CEO, CNanoz
Allam founded CNanoz, a company that develops water puriﬁcation
systems based on nanotechnology.
She launched GOLeafe to create
Graphene-based products. Allam
has a Bachelor’s in Materials
Science and Engineering from
NC State and an MBA from Duke
University’s Fuqua’s School
of Business.

Visual Artist
Freelon is an award-winning
artist who has been commissioned by companies like Google,
Cadillac and the NCMA to create
original work. She earned a BA
from Lafayette College and an
MFA from the School of Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston. She is currently an artist-in-residence at
QueenSpace in NYC.

What is the best advice you were given as a young woman?
Always remember why you are doing something. That purpose
will motivate you to keep going when things are not going quite
as planned, and just as importantly it will keep you grounded
when you are thriving.
What is one thing you wish you knew starting out?
It’s ok to not know everything, no one does. You never stop
learning, no matter how many degrees you’ve earned, or how
long you’ve been working in your career.

What is the best advice you were given as a young woman?
My grandmother told me that I am my ancestors’ wildest
dreams. Excellence is a standard, mediocrity is unacceptable,
failure is not an option.
What is one thing you wish you knew starting out?
I wish I recognized that you don’t need anyone else to be
successful, the most reliable person is yourself.

MAGGIE KANE

AMBER RUPINTA

Founder & Executive Director,
A Place at the Table
Kane started her career at a nonproﬁt for people experiencing
homelessness. Her pay-what-youcan restaurant is now a model
to ﬁght hunger and remove the
stigma of homelessness and
poverty while inviting the
community to participate. She
graduated from NC State.

Reporter and Anchor, ABC 11
Rupinta anchors the 4:00 and
5:30 evening newscasts on ABC11
for Central North Carolina
and reports on various stories
throughout the state. She has a
bachelors in journalism from
Towson, as well as degrees in
Meteorology and Geoscience—
which she earned while working
full-time on the morning news.

What is the best advice you were given as a young woman?
Your passion meets halfway with the worlds greatest need. Find
it and the world needs you to do that!
What is one thing you wish you knew starting out?
Get to know everyone around me and their stories—otherwise
known as “network.” People want to help, so get to know them
and just ask!

What is the best advice you were given as a young woman?
Don’t hold yourself back or sell yourself short. My now-husband
told me, ‘Kobe Bryant went straight to the NBA out of high
school—go for it now.’
What is one thing you wish you knew starting out?
Your deﬁnition of success will change throughout your career.
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Brr! With winter in full swing, here are 8 ways to stay cozy this month.

EAT

@angusbarn

@dantanamo

@kate.liked.this

Clockwise from top left: Warm up in The
Wild Turkey Bar & Lounge at the Angus
Barn. Catch a ﬂick (and a craft brew) at
Alamo Drafthouse. Drink your sweets
at Videri Chocolate. Dive into a steaming bowl of pork belly soup at Bida
Manda. Hunker down with a cocktail
in a booth at Fox Liquor Bar. Sip wine
and play a board game at Vita Vite. Enjoy a pot of tea at Heirloom Brewshop.
Savor comfort food at Stanbury.
@addieladner

@stefani_rose
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@living.neat

@vitaviteraleigh

@crudebitters

Q&A

NEW ENERGY

A conversation with Raleigh Mayor Mary-Ann Baldwin
by CATHERINE CURRIN photography by GUS SAMARCO

T

he new decade will bring
lots of change to our city,
including a new mayor
and City Council. We
talked with Mayor MaryAnn Baldwin, who will
tackle city issues while still serving as
Executive Director of the Holt Brothers
Foundation, an organization that supports children who have a parent with
cancer. The dynamic leader says she’s
ready for the challenge: from scooters
and Airbnbs (“low hanging fruit,” as she
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calls them) to the more pressing issues of
affordable housing and transportation.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS LIVED IN RALEIGH?
I moved here 30 years ago, and came for
the same reason everyone else does—
we couldn’t afford to live in New York.
Weather, schools and quality of life all
sold us on Raleigh.

awesome! The food is great! We used
to go to Durham for restaurants, and
now we have an established food scene.
Our greenway has really grown up, and
parks are another big change, and of
course our downtown. The streets used
to be empty, and now we have a vibrant
downtown with lots of things to do.
We’ve become a city.

IN A NUTSHELL, TELL ME HOW YOU
FEEL RALEIGH HAS CHANGED.
There are non-chain restaurants, it’s

WILL YOU CONTINUE IN YOUR ROLE AT
THE HOLT BROTHERS FOUNDATION?
Charles Meeker had given me some good

Mark Schultz/News & Observer (CITY COUNCIL)

At left and above: Mayor Mary-Ann Baldwin in
her oﬃce at the Holt Brothers Foundation.
Right: The new City Council poses for a photo.

advice about how to compartmentalize when I joined City Council. And I
did a pretty good job of that. When I
ﬁrst talked to Terrence and Torry [Holt]
about running for mayor, they asked,
“Well, can you do both?” And I asked
them, “Did I miss a beat when I was on
City Council?” They said no. I’m the kind
of person who will stay up until midnight
to get my job done. That’s just how it will
be. The foundation really ﬁlls my soul.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO POLITICS?
I was involved in my ﬁrst political
campaign when I was 15, for presidential candidate George McGovern. Then
I was involved in another campaign for
mayor. I was hooked on politics. My
dad—he was a gadﬂy before I knew
what that was—he used to write our
congressmen and senators pretty much
every other week. I grew up in a household with a very political, outspoken
dad, who made me realize that working
and making a difference, being involved
and voting, were so important to who
we are. That was ingrained in me. Then
I went into journalism, and that was
really about making a difference as well.
After I moved here, I started getting
involved in different campaigns, hosting events—I can’t tell you how many
doors I’ve knocked on and canvassed.

I was much more comfortable doing
that, behind the scenes for others, than
I was actually running for office. I never
saw myself running for office. I ﬁrst
ran in 2007—but I met with 50 people
before I decided to run. Once I became
not fearful of losing, I just decided I
was going to do it. I decided if I won, I
won. And I if I lost, I still won. There’s a
statistic that women have to be asked to
run seven times before considering it.
I had to be asked 50 times.
IN AN INTERVIEW, YOU MENTIONED
FINDING A BALANCE BETWEEN
PRESERVING RALEIGH’S HISTORY AND
ITS NEW DEVELOPMENT. HOW DO YOU
HOPE TO ACHIEVE THIS?
We have done a good job of preserving
parts of our downtown. If you walk
down Fayetteville Street, you see Briggs
Hardware, you see Boylan Pearce. There
are old historic buildings next door to
new towers. We have this nice mix of
old and new. One of the ways of preserving that is by building more density
in areas and corridors like Capital Boulevard and New Bern Avenue that can
support our growth. The west side is a
great example—lots of old warehouses
mixed with new development.
HOW WILL YOUR MAYORAL TERM

DIFFER FROM NANCY MCFARLANE’S?
DID SHE GIVE YOU ANY ADVICE?
I think we share similar values. I think
the difference will be style. I’m very
direct, I’m hard-charging. I'm going
to say what I think. Sometimes it’s not
always the answer people want to hear,
but it’s the answer. She gave me some
advice that Charles Meeker gave her
about managing your time—show up
but don’t overdo it, and take some time
for yourself. You can’t care for the city
if you’re not caring for youself.
WHAT ARE YOU MOST EXCITED ABOUT
BEING MAYOR?
First off, I’m excited that I have a new
council to work with, young people
who are very energized. In my conversationns with them, I can tell they are
there for the right reasons. I tease them
that my biggest challenge is going to
be reigning them back—but I’d rather
that then having to push them forward.
We had a meeting in mid-December on
housing affordability, and we think this
is the most important issue we face. I’m
excited to get started with that, because
it can make a huge difference in our
community.
This interview has been lightly edited for
clarity and space.
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A WALTZ in TIME
Bob Chapman and Mary Lovelock
enjoy a unique hobby together
by SUSANNA KLINGENBERG photography by EAMON QUEENEY

B

ob Chapman and Mary
Lovelock can ace a mazurka.
A quadrille? “Which one?”
they’ll ask. Waltz? Tango?
Schottische? For each, they’ll
offer a hand with a smile. The Raleigh
couple has danced their way across the
U.S. and Europe with white gloves, light
feet and infectious enthusiasm.
They're part of a thriving international community of vintage dancers,
represented locally by the Triangle Vintage Dancers. This fun-loving fellowship
recreates historical dances (usually from
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1840 to 1940) at elaborate balls with
period music, costumes and manners.
If it sounds like a grown-up version of
cotillion, think again. “The whole idea
is to have fun!” explains Chapman. “We
make sure everybody comes away with a
good time.” Vintage dance, at its core, is
a social occasion. Its enthusiasts, diverse in age and background, share two
things: a love of dancing and a willingness to suspend reality for a night.
“There’s a certain magic to it,” says
Chapman. “At a vintage dance, we’re
transported into a world of make-believe.

But we understand that at the end of
the ball, we go back to being ourselves.”
Lovelock laughs, “We have to mow the
lawn the next day, just the same.”
But, they counter, while it lasts, the
world of a vintage dance ball is utterly
transporting: live period music ﬁlls the
air, candles ﬂicker on every surface,
dance cards pass from hand to gloved
hand, ball-goers chatter between dances.
Couples twirl and sway inches from each
other, the dance ﬂoor alive with traditional steps and artful improvisation.
The hubsand and wife are seasoned
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ball-goers who can breathe new life
into old dances, riffing on patterns and
inspiring novice dancers. “Bob and
Mary are an integral part of the Triangle Vintage Dance community,” says
Chris Imershein, who co-founded the
Triangle Vintage Dancers with his wife,
Dawn Sanks Imershein. “You can count
on ‘The Chaplocks’ to bring a smile and
ensure that everyone is included!”
They attribute their welcoming spirit
and ease on the dance ﬂoor largely to
experience: they’ve been dancing together since 1990. But they also suspect
their backgrounds in music—operatic
bass-baritone for Chapman, cello and
piano for Lovelock—afford them the
luxury of listening for cues, rather than
thinking about steps. They say it helps
them stay in the moment.
Of course, staying in the moment at a
vintage dance takes a bit of mind bending, since any given moment contains
both the present and the past.
But Chapman and Lovelock agree
that to embrace this alternate reality is
embody it; they choose costumes that
reﬂect their own style and the time
period of the ball. Asked if he typically

dances in a tuxedo, Chapman exclaims
indignantly, “A tux? That’s what we call
casual wear!” Tails are de rigueur for
men, long gowns for women.
Lovelock initially repurposed old
prom gowns, before investing in professionally made costumes. Her favorites
are from the 1920s (“They’re just fun!”);
her least favorites involve corsets. But
Lovelock says the frills and formality
stay in the ballroom: “At the end of the
evening, people can’t get home quick
enough to put on their PJs and have a
party together in the hotel lobby.”
It’s that camaraderie that Lovelock
and Chapman cherish. The dance community is the ﬁrst place they made
mutual friends; in fact, those friends
are part of what brought them to the
Triangle in 2005 (their neighbors John
and Nancy McIlwee are long-time
dance friends, too). And group lessons
with other vintage dancers, which they
recommend over private lessons, have
allowed them to learn something new
together without stepping on one another’s toes—literally and ﬁguratively.
Chapman says, “This is a thing Mary
and I can do on equal footing!”

GIGS

AT HIS
CORE
Jojo Polk forges an
unusual path through
ﬁtness—and faith
by LORI D. R. WIGGINS
photography by GUS SAMARCO

“T

ime doesn’t stand
still,” Jojo Polk tells
a group of about 15
sweaty, heavy-breathing CORE clients
during a recent morning workout. The
ﬁtness instructor references a mantra
he adopted from his high school football
coach: D.I.G., short for Determination,
Intensity, Guts. “You’ve got to ﬁght for
every second. Make it mean something
to you. Dig! Dig! Dig! Diiiiiiiig! Don’t
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slow down now. Every. Second. Counts!”
Polk, more than most people, knows
that this is true.
At 22, long before he became the owner of CORE Fitness Studio on Capital
Boulevard, Joseph “Jojo” Polk was in line
to become an American football powerhouse. He’d graduated from Northeastern State University, a small Division
II school in Oklahoma that caught the
unusual attention of professional scouts.
Polk, a cornerback from Lawrence,

Kansas, was nicknamed “Lil’ Deion”
after pro-football Hall of Famer Deion
Sanders, for his prowess as a defensive
back. His pro-combine performance
made the NFL’s Kansas City Chiefs
take note. Waiting his turn, Polk joined
the Tulsa Talons in the Arena Football
League, an indoor, faster-paced sheepskin battle. The Chiefs signed him before
his rookie season ended. With a few days
before the Chief’s camp, Polk had one
last matchup: Game 7, Talons v. Swamp

Foxes of Charleston, South Carolina. A
win would mean a Talons playoff bid.
Seven plays into the game, “I was
bating the quarterback,” says Polk. “I
was going to pick it off and then take
it to the house.” But Polk misstepped,
tripped over a downed receiver and
crashed head-ﬁrst into the padded wall
bordering the ﬁeld. “I broke my C6 in
half. My C5 was protruding into my
C4, and C7 into my spine,” Polk says,
detailing injuries to his vertebrae.
Translation: Jojo Polk was paralyzed
from the waist down.
Doctors doubted he’d walk again.
That was July 2000. Polk spent over
two months at Tulane University Medical Center in New Orleans, where his
mother lived. Battling disbelief and leg
spasms that mimic movement, he leaned
on his grandmother’s words: “Just pray
about it.”
Pray he did—alongside months of
grueling physical therapy, with his
D.I.G. mantra on repeat—and little
by little, Polk began to move his legs,
then walk, then run. And, eventually,
play ball. In April 2001, Polk joined
the AF2’s Grand Rapids Rampage. By
August, he was hoisting the team’s
championship
trophy overhead.
Photographs prove
it, he says. Polk
played arena football for eight more
years, winning the
2001 Most Inspirational Player of the
Year award, and two
American Indoor
Football Association championships.
“Wow,” he says.
“That’s all I can say.
There was no medical reason, of course.
Just my belief in
God.”
It wouldn’t be the last time Polk multiplied that mustard seed of faith that
his grandmother taught him to embrace. And it wouldn’t be the last time

his grandmother’s words gave him
wisdom. “You were meant to impact
lives,” she’d often tell him.
There was Hurricane Katrina in
2005, that forced Polk, along with his
mother and sister, to
relocate to Atlanta. It
was there that Polk
met his wife, Shirley,
who was visiting from
Raleigh, through a
mutual friend. “Before
I knew it, I was in
love,” Polk says. “Everything happens for a
reason.” He moved to
North Carolina, and
in 2009, the couple
got married. Their
then one-year-old
daughter, Aubrey, took
her ﬁrst steps at their
wedding reception.
In November 2017,
the Polks welcomed a son. They named
him after his daddy and called him
“LJ,” short for “Lil’ Jojo.” But preparing to go home two days later, Shirley

Pray he did—
alongside months
of grueling physical
therapy, with his
D.I.G. mantra on
repeat—and little by
little, Polk began to
move his legs, then
walk, then run.

Polk’s condition suddenly changed and
quickly worsened. Twice, she ﬂatlined. The diagnosis was postpartum
cardiomyopathy, or PPCM, a rare,
unexplained form of heart failure that
strikes between the last month of pregnancy and ﬁve months postpartum.
With only three percent heart function left, Shirley Polk was transported
to Duke University Medical Center
for a heart transplant. “It was surreal,”
Polk says. “One of our happiest times
became one of our worst.”
“I didn’t know that kind of pain
existed, until then. I couldn’t eat. I
couldn’t sleep. I didn’t want to miss a
second,” says Polk. The only thing he
could do was pray about it. He asked
others to pray, too. And as miraculously as Polk walked again after his
injury, Shirley Polk’s heart function
returned—without a transplant. Life
got good again. “Don’t tell me there is
no God,” Polk says. “Don’t tell me God
isn’t good. All prayers were answered.”
The couple are now American Heart
Association ambassadors.
Alongside faith, ﬁtness is Polk’s path.
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A photo of Polk from the Grand Rapids Rampage,
this was taken the year after he broke his neck: the
year he won the championship.

He knew he’d tapped into his own
physical ﬁtness to aid his recovery after
paralysis. “My bones were strong, my
muscles were strong; all of that helps
your body heal itself,” Polk says. “It
put me in a different category.” He saw
the beneﬁts his teammates got from
off-season workouts with him and put
it into practice as a trainer. After a few
years of teaching his ﬁrst ﬁtness classes
and personal training sessions around
Raleigh, he became a partner at CORE,
then owner in 2016.
“This is the closest thing I’ll have to a
team, ever again,” says Polk, referring to
CORE’s staff of six other trainers who
work with him. Day to day, he transfers
the energy and philosophy he’s relied on
to endure life’s challenges to his CORE
clients as an instructor and personal
trainer. “I love ﬁtness. I love the workout process, challenging the body.
Everybody has to have some physical
capacity to face whatever life brings.
We’re doing this for a reason,” he says.
“It’s our opportunity to help people
survive.”

courtesy Polk
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It TAKES a VILLAGE
A family business that started in a dorm room
builds decades of customer loyalty
by SHELBI POLK photography by EAMON QUEENEY

S

tepping through the front doors of Mill Outlet Village
would be overwhelming, if it weren’t for the prominently posted map and helpful staff. The journey
begins in the small foyer, decorated with the history
of the store. There’s a large portrait of the company’s
founder, Lynn Bazemore, alongside an ancient sewing machine
and yellowing newspaper clips tracing more than 70 years of
dealing in fabric and foam.
“When people ﬁrst walk through that front door, a lot of
them are taken aback,” says veteran employee Linda Robinson. The cavernous space beyond the arch is divided into
“neighborhoods” based on product: virtual forests of fabrics,
library shelves of ribbons and tassels, a ﬂoor-to-ceiling selec-
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tion of foam and outdoor carpets and plenty more. “So if you
have a project to do, this is the place to come,” says upholstery
manager Sue Tartaglia. Tartaglia, who has been working at the
store for 12 years, says she regularly runs across husbands who
have lost track of their wives somewhere among the different
sections.
Lynn Bazemore didn’t wait until he had a degree to become
an entrepreneur. He sold socks out of his dorm room at East
Carolina University and mill ends out of his truck. In 1958,
Bazemore opened his ﬁrst store on Capital Boulevard. The
‘Village’ part of Mill Outlet Village emerged from Bazemore’s
second store: In 1965, Lynn moved the business to a new location and continued to expand. There, he grew by setting up

shops in buildings
next to the initial
space, so customers would have to
wander in and out
of different spaces,
like a whole village.
He also opened
stores in New Bern
and Wilmington.
Lynn Bazemore’s
sons Mike and Garvey Bazemore took
over the business in
1992 and collected
the different pieces
of the business under one roof—the
current location—
in 1993. Mike
Bazemore says the
shop has worked hard to keep up with Raleigh’s growth, and
they’re excited for the possibilities that development brings.
“We are truly a local landmark for fabric lovers and long-time
customers,” Bazemore says. “Our goal now is to get the word
out to the newcomers that move into the area so they can
experience the local appeal that we are truly known for.”
Today’s iteration of the store is still truly a village, gathered
under one roof. Different sections cover a huge range of products, including ﬂags, fabric, lamps, mirrors, foam and outdoor
carpets. But Robinson and Tartaglia agree that it’s a village in
the way the shop builds community, too.
“Every customer is a story,” Tartaglia says. “They’ll invite
mill employees into their lives through their projects.” Tartaglia says the staff is big on customer service. “They’ll tell us,
‘Oh this was in my husband’s family, and we want to update
it’,” she says. “So we do get involved with people and their
families.” That involvement can last generations: Tartaglia
fondly recalled one customer who’s been bringing her son, or
pictures of him, into the shop for decades. The clientele is full
of regulars who remember coming into the shop as children
and now bring their children—and there are many out-oftowners say they make a point to stop in every time they visit
Raleigh, Tartaglia says.
Robinson, whose 21 years at Mill Outlet Village make her
of the most seasoned employees, says it’s a community on
the inside too. “It’s just a great place to work,” she says. After
Robinson’s mom died, for example, she was able to take the
time she needed, and the other employees came around to help
her. “It’s a big support system,” she says. “We have each others’
backs, and not every business has that.”
“Sometimes we all need a village for support,” Robinson
says.
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LISTEN LOCAL
The Raleigh Symphony Orchestra taps the community
to oﬀer new, diverse music
by AYN-MONIQUE KLAHRE

T

hey’ve got all the bells and
whistles—or at least, all the
strings, woodwinds, brass and
percussion. The Raleigh Symphony Orchestra was founded
40 years ago by Alan Neilson, a professional musician and former principal ﬂutist with the North Carolina Symphony.
After his performing career and a new
start as a conductor, Neilson was asked
by a small group of supporters to form a
community orchestra, an outgrowth of
a performance group then based at N.C.
State University. Today, the orchestra is
made up of 65 musicians. “Our orchestra
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is comprised of a unique cross-section
of society,” says Janet Shurtleff, an oboe
player (and current board president) who
has been in the group since it was founded. “Some are professionally trained, others are volunteers like myself who like to
play—we have doctors and lawyers and
schoolteachers—and the ages range from
high school to people in their 80s.”
One thing that the players have in common: they’re truly part of our community. “Almost all of the soloists aren’t just
North Carolina residents, they’re Raleigh
people,” says music director Jim Waddelow. “And many of them are trained in

North Carolina, too, with music degrees
from ECU or Meredith or UNCG.” Many
of the orchestra members have played
together for decades. “My wife always
sits with the husband of one of the ladies
I partner with in the orchestra, and our
children and grandchildren know each
other,” says Carl Koch, a violinist who’s
been with the group over 35 years. Bassoonist John Caldwell, who joined 23
years ago, agrees. “We really feel a kind of
kinship with each other.”
“You sort of get drawn in, and then
you’re family,” laughs Shurtleff. “I started
hanging out with this group when I was

From left to right: Flutist Irene Burke, music director Jim Waddelow, keyboardist and composer Lanette Lind.

24, and now I’m 65—it has encompassed
my life!” That being said, says Caldwell,
“The new people are readily accepted!”
That brings up a point: Just as the orchestra is a home to longtime players, it’s
a resource to bring new musicians into
the community. Craig Hanemann, who’s
been playing violin and piano with the
group for over 20 years, emphasizes the
importance of playing in local orchestras
for musicians as they’re starting out.
“You have to get involved, because these
are the people who will get your career
off the ground,” says Hanemann. “And
it’s the same for the next generation of
listeners—you have to start going to
performances.”
As the “new” conductor of the group—
this year will be his 10th—Waddelow
says that the group aims to support local
musicians while making symphonic music accessible to an ever-wider audience.
They strive to keep ticket prices low and
to offer a diverse sets and shorter performances to appeal to more than just classical music aﬁcionados. “It’s our mission
to promote the understanding and love of
music in the community,” says Shurtleff.
“We’re willing to try new things,” says
Caldwell, citing recent performances
like an aria competition, exhibition of
Polish music and show tunes performed
in collaboration with Raleigh Little Theatre. “We often perform things you don’t
hear other groups play,” says Shurtleff.
On the classical front, Waddelow says

he works to schedule performances of
pieces that haven’t recently been heard
in the area as a complement to the other
local musical offerings. “Some of the
works we perform are by well-known
composers—but for every Chopin,
you’re going to hear something that
hasn’t been done in the Triangle for over
a decade,” says Waddelow.
Waddelow also makes it a point to
both perform and commission new
work, just as his predecessor, Alan
Neilson, did. “It’s a nourishing place
for composers,” says Lanette Lind, a
keyboardist who’s been with the group
more than 30 years and had many of
her own scores performed. “You need to
have a healthy environment for composers and musicians—if you don’t, it would
be like going to a bookstore and ﬁnding
nothing that’s been written after 1900!”
she laughs. “Not to take away from the
classics, but if you don’t keep moving
forward, you could have a Beethoven or
Bach alive today and writing, and no one
would hear it.”
Hanemman has also welcomed the
opportunity to compose new pieces and
have them played, one of which will
premiere this fall. “You think about
big-name composers like Mozart and
Beethoven, and they were able to improve
their larger works by hearing groups play
their music,” says Hanemman.
Playing unknown pieces can be a
gamble. “Many orchestras only play

music they know audiences want to
hear, but I would say: You have had the
opportunity to hear these older works
being performed, why not step out of
your comfort zone a little bit and delve
into something new?” says Hanemman.
“If you don’t try something new, you
won’t know what you missing.” That’s
as much for the audience as it is for the
musicians, giving them an opportunity
to play something they haven’t seen
before alongside more familiar pieces.
“Jim understands that education and
interaction with the community are the
heart of this job,” says Irene Burke, a
ﬂutist who’s been with the orchestra for
30 years. “Our performances are always
hands-on and interactive.”
In this digital age, with so much listening available at the touch of a button, the
group reminds us of how truly special
it is to see live music. “There’s a difference between being at a performance
and listening to it on the radio or TV,”
says longtime oboist Mary Greiner. “The
visual and emotional impact of seeing
the instruments being played—how the
mute in a tuba is huge, how the violins
all move together—brings energy and
excitement you don’t get on a CD.”
“If as a musician, I can get into the
feelings and hearts of children, to make
them feel empathy, through music, I’ve
succeeded,” says Lind. “I joke that my
crowning achievement is making
children cry.”
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The children
sing a song,
“Fingers on
the Wall,” to
remember to
walk quietly
in single ﬁle.

The LITTLE SCHOOL
that COULD
Wee Care gives kids a chance to succeed
by ADDIE LADNER

O

photography by TYLER CUNNINGHAM

ne summer day, a two-year boy was sitting outside
his home in Southeast Raleigh, sharing ice cream
with his grandmother. A woman approached
them asking what kind of schooling they had
planned for him, and if they wanted a place to go
next year, for free. It sounded too good to be true—but it wasn’t.
Today, this boy gets picked up every morning and is brought
to a safe, fun and stimulating classroom at Hayes Barton United
Methodist Church. On any given day, he may have egg casserole
for breakfast and spaghetti and meatballs for lunch. He’s learning numbers and letters; he’s romped around a pumpkin patch.
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When he turns four, he’ll dine at local restaurants, ordering off
the menu himself.
All of these experiences and his parents, who both work overtime, won’t have to pay a dime.
Children without access to pre-kindergarten programs often
struggle once they get to elementary school, and that gap can be
harder to close as kids get older. Enter Wee Care, a free preschool for low-income children in Wake County. Founded by
Laurie Harrell and Ellen Safrit in 2006, the nonproﬁt works to
help children enter kindergarten prepared and ready, both academically and socially. They, along with countless community

20/20 in 2020.
volunteers, recruit kids by going directly to the in-need neighborhoods, working with local schools and by word-of-mouth.
Wee Care’s origins can be traced back to Harrell’s work as
a teacher at Hunter Elementary. Harrell was a member of the
student support team, designed to help kids who are struggling
academically or behaviorally. She noticed a troubling pattern:
the kids having issues each year were usually from the same
neighborhoods in Southeast Raleigh. By the time they got to
kindergarten, intervention was often too late. “There just wasn’t
a lot we could do by that point,” she says. “These families have
to think about things that aren’t the things we have to think
about. They’re just trying to make ends meet.” That got her
thinking: What if we could somehow set these kids up for success before they come to kindergarten?

“That’s my favorite thing,
watching them grow so healthy
and leave us with conﬁdence.”
— Felicia Sanders

Eyebobs | Peepers | Izipizi
nofo @ the pig | 2014 fairview road | 919.821.1240 | www.nofo.com

Now, every three years, Wee Care forms a class of about
ten two-year-olds from economically disadvantaged families.
They’ll nurture, guide and shape that class of kids for three
years until it’s time for kindergarten, for free. And while Wee
Care covers the basic preschool agendas—letters, numbers,
shapes, colors—their experiences go beyond that: Wee Care
takes them shopping for Christmas gifts for their families in
the winter and strawberry picking in the spring; they’ll explore
Raleigh and beyond through ﬁeld trips to the farmers market,
zoo and beach. These activities are a luxury for many of the
kids, and they can shape a young person’s academic and social
intelligence. “I try to think of things they maybe can’t do at
home,” Harrell says. It’s a small preschool with a big impact,
where little ones thrive. And Harrell says they hope to double
the number of kids they can help within a year.
Southeast Raleigh resident Felicia Sanders has a brood of children and grandchildren that she’s often taking care of, three of
whom have attended Wee Care. When we spoke, Sanders was
giddy and proud when she read that her granddaughter in kindergarten got all 3s (the numeric version of As) on her progress
report. She credits this largely to Wee Care. “They don’t just
teach ABC’s and how to read, they show them. They do handson experiences—sharing, caring, politeness. The kids don’t forget what they learn,” Sanders says. That kindergarten readiness
is what Harrell is so passionate about. “That's my favorite thing,
watching them grow so healthy and leave us with conﬁdence,”
she says.
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NOTED
A father’s love for dessert and a daughter’s
dedication to trying new things combine
for a sweet adventure

A Year in Cakes
by CC PARKER

Y

ou wouldn’t know it when
you look at him, but my
father loves dessert. At 76
years old, he still clocks in at
his Broughton High School
football weight. He’s a devotee of his
local gym (2 p.m. daily) and he carefully
watches his “food intake.” (Sometimes,
I suspect he’s watching my food intake
as well.)
But after dinner, the man craves a
sweet treat. Birthday cake, in particular.
Dad always materializes at my children’s birthday parties just as the cake
is being passed. Of course, he loves his
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grandchildren, but he especially loves
cake. He’ll gladly take home a slice or
three under the auspices of sharing with
Mom. Nightly, they’ll whittle away at
the confection. If no birthday cake is to
be had, they head for Krispy Kreme.
So, in pondering my 2018 Christmas
gift to my father, it occurred to me that
I could check two of his favorite boxes:
his love of birthday cake and his love of
trying new (to us) food purveyors. My
gift was that each month of 2019, my
father would receive a “birthday cake of
the month” from various bakeries and
restaurants around town.

“Happy birthday, Big Daddy!”
The idea was born in the parking
lot of Nothing Bundt Cakes on Falls
of Neuse Road. It happens to sit across
from Premier Cakes. Months earlier, I
had observed two women in ﬁsticuffs
within a line of weary customers waiting for Easter desserts outside the bundt
shop. Meanwhile, across the parking
lot, Premier was also doing a brisk
business. It begged the question: How
can two bakeries in the same strip stay
in business when it’s just easier to grab
a ready-made from the grocery store?
What makes each of these shops worth

a special trip? I started noticing bakeries everywhere, and my quest for the
hidden gem cake ensued.
Reader, please bear in mind that cake
is subjective: Does almond extract make
you swoon or gag? Do you call it “icing”
or “frosting”? Does the cake’s packaging
make a difference? It’s all personal—so
consider this more a diary than a review.
Here’s what we tried.
JANUARY
Whole Foods: Black & White Cake
This cake came highly recommended
by a friend who is a fabulous cook and
it did not disappoint. Rich, moist and
delicious. Side note: Whole Foods has
fantastic cake designers that can create
whatever (unlicensed) theme you desire
for an additional $15. They did the most
fabulous “Tacky Christmas Sweater”
cake for a birthday party I hosted, as
well as a cake covered in “ugly man-eating aliens from outer space,” inspired
by my 13-year-old son’s birthday and
attitude. They are eager to please and
their cake tastes homemade.
FEBRUARY
Nothing Bundt Cakes: Bundtlets in
Chocolate-Chocolate Chip, Red Velvet
and Lemon
Each of these bundtlets gives you three
to four forkfuls of yumminess, and they
have a fantastic gluten-free option. The
bundts melt in your mouth. You can buy
them in a variety of sizes and they have
cute packaging. Rather than committing
to one ﬂavor you can get an assortment,
which is always a crowd pleaser. For this
one, I placed my order online.
MARCH
Lucettegrace: Le Cakey Cake
Everything downtown is hipper, right?
Of course, there is the fear you’ll be
towed while you dash in to grab your
cake. Lucettegrace’s cakes can be ordered online and have très chic packaging that adds a “wow” factor. While
you’re there, grab a yummy boxed lunch
to go—sandwich/soup/salad and sweet
of your choice.

APRIL
Costco: White Sheet Cake
This might sound uninspired, but at the
time of purchase I did not know I would
be writing about my cake selections
for all the world to see. That being said,
do not be confused: this cake is so very
moist and delicious. It’s a beast ﬁlled
with two pounds of vanilla cheesecake
mousse and iced with white buttercream. This is the kind of cake you offer
to “put away” at the end of the party,
just so you can scrape all the icing off
the bottom while no one is watching.
For Dad, THIS is the cake to beat.
MAY
Burney’s Sweets and More: 15-Layer
Caramel Cake
This cake was recommended by a
friend, and it’s delicious. Very moist and
sweet—better than most. Dad gave it
two thumbs up. It’s a relatively new franchise out of Elizabethtown. Their shop
has a cheery retro interior and I have
been told that their glazed croissants rival Krispy Kreme donuts. I look forward
to researching this lead.
JUNE
Harris Teeter: Friendly’s “Reese”
Peanut Butter Ice Cream Cake
My father loves peanut butter and he
loves chocolate—and I liked the bright
orange packaging of a huge Reese’s cup.
I was also in a hurry and already at the
store. Unfortunately, Dad has never been
partial to ice cream cake, and his silence
about this dessert was deafening. Our
family have long been fans of this grocery chain’s “lard birthday cake.” Dad’s
vote would have been to bypass the
freezer and head straight to the bakery.
JULY
Smith’s Red & White (Dortches): Slices
of Coconut, Old-Fashioned Vanilla with
Chocolate Icing, Caramel Cakes—and a
Fudge Pie—from Tastee Creations Bakery
Initially I planned to buy their variety of cake slices. Then, at checkout, a
customer behind me noticed my dessert
samplings and tapped my shoulder,

pointing to her fudge pie. You MUST
buy this one, she said. Dad loved it.
The fudge pie itself might be worth the
45-minute drive to Dortches. You can
purchase these delicious treats inside the
Red & White or in the adjoining Tastee
Creations bakery shop next door.
AUGUST
Aladdin Restaurant: Baklava Cheesecake
I was told Aladdin’s cheesecakes are the
best in town. They offer a wide variety
of ﬂavors, and when asked their top seller, the clerk recommended the Baklava
cheesecake. The cheesecake is divine
and gets better with time, but, in my
opinion, the baklava does not. I would
recommend being a purist and getting
simply the cheesecake. They require a
week’s advance order and are very nice
on the phone.
SEPTEMBER
Premier Cakes: Slices of Hummingbird,
Sweet Potato, Cheesecake, Old-Fashioned Yellow with Chocolate Icing,
Double Chocolate, German Chocolate
and Carrot
When I called to place my order, the
clerk said they only sell their cakes by
the slice and that their inventory changes daily—they are constantly baking. He
declared that his two personal favorites,
Hummingbird and Sweet Potato, were
just out of the oven. So I dashed to the
store to buy them, plus six more varieties. Dad’s pick was the Cheesecake and
Mom’s, the Hummingbird.
OCTOBER
Annelore’s Bakery (Cary): Prinzregententorte
The ebullient German shop clerk who
took my call (possibly owner Norbert
Gstattenbauer himself ) listed his favorite “special occasion” cakes so quickly
that he had me laughing because I could
not understand anything he said. He
resorted to spelling them out while I
googled them, and we settled upon the
Prinzregententorte (say that three times
fast). It’s a cake made up of seven thin
yellow layers of vanilla cake with chocJANUARY/FEBRUARY 2020 | 67

olate buttercream, covered in a layer of
dark chocolate ganache icing, ﬁnished
with ﬂecks of gold. It was my personal
favorite of the whole year. It requires
ﬁve days’ advance order and is worth
it. My parents and I agreed that this
is a cake that actually gets better with
time in the refrigerator. Their bakery in
Cary’s charming downtown is a cheery
spot that serves delicious coffee, too.
Side note: At this point, my parents—who
can live happily off of half a Subway
sandwich for three days—were beginning
to look wary as I ascended their driveway.
Perhaps feeling like force-fed foie gras
ducks? Plus, I suspect my monthly gifts were
impacting Dad’s trips to Krispy Kreme.
He is a principled man and would never
buy a new—albeit preferred—dessert if
a perfectly decent dessert is sitting in his
refrigerator at home. My gift had started to
cramp his style.

NOVEMBER
Buttercream Bakery (Apex): Traditional Vanilla Birthday Cake with Buttercream Icing
While the folksy bakery clerk said their
#1 seller is the carrot cake, my mom advised that I stick to traditional birthday
cake for Dad. I selected a pickup time
that would avoid the commuter traffic
and was there in 20 minutes from my
home in Five Points. Historic downtown Apex is so charming, and I took a
few minutes to walk Main Street. The
cake was worth the drive; it got a twothumbs-up text from dad with a picture
of the cake. The proprietor, originally
from New York, has expanded her repertoire to Italian baked specialties like
cannoli and jelly-ﬁlled cookies, if you
are looking for something new. (And
I did buy a slice of carrot cake—just
because—and understand why it is their
best seller. Lots of luscious cream cheese
icing and moist, ﬂavorful cake.)

DECEMBER
The Groovy Duck Bakery: Cow Cake
The Groovy Duck on Edwards Mill
Road is one of the mysterious bakeries
that initially caught my eye. It’s self-described as a “groovy, down to Earth,
American bakery… Like America, we’re
a bit of this and a bit of that. Very
Groovy.” Chipper on the phone and
offering cakes ranging from “Coconut
Snowball” to “Mango Mojito” and a
crazy assortment of muffins, it’s a neat
spot. My eldest son picked up our Cow
Cake (marble cake oozing with yum
pudding layers) and received detailed instructions on how to store and serve it.
When asked to relay these instructions,
he had forgotten them all—but said that
the clerk was nice. But whether we ate it
properly or not, the cake was very good,
gooey and rich. We loved it.
An unexpected pleasure in this
project has been calling in the orders.

              

The author’s father with his grandchildren and friends.

Almost every time, a cheerful, live
person answered the phone immediately—a miracle unto itself. Each bakery
clerk was delighted to share their shop’s
“house specialty,” as well as share his or
her own personal favorite. It’s always
fun to talk cake!
Dad and I wrapped up the project
over coffee. The clincher for me was the
smile on my father’s face as he recalled
Poole’s Pie Shop, a family favorite (and
the predecessor to Ashley Christensen’s
Poole’s Diner in the same location).
Forty years ago, dad reﬂected, on Friday
nights, he would bring home a couple
of pies from Poole’s to his weary young
wife and spirited young daughters. For
Dad, it was a sweet celebration with his
family at the end of a long work week. I
hadn’t thought about those pies in years,
but for a minute or two, I was eight
years old again, enjoying a lost family
moment. At ﬁfty, you don’t take these
moments for granted!
The cake hunt has been a fun distraction in my daily drives, and I’ve barely
made a dent in the market—these days,
I see a new bakery on every corner.

Dad’s sweet tooth has not subsided,
though he did recently text my sister,
“Have you ever heard of someone dying
from birthday cake seven months after
their birthday?” Fortunately, no.
P.S.
Hayes Barton Cafe and Dessertery: All
of Them
It would be remiss to skip this bakery, which has been our go-to sweets
purveyor for years. (It’s not included
only because it’s not new to my family.)
After evening school performances, the
children were always treated to “dinner”
at the Dessertery, which consisted of
whatever cake slices they craved… and
French fries. Frank is the perfect host
at the front-of-house, quickly providing mom with a big pour of Cabernet
while rushing the French fry order to
the back. Fun for the whole family, and
their assortment of cakes cannot be
beat. I will never forget my youngest
child’s expression as he toddled up to
that wonderous dessert display case
for the ﬁrst time, face illuminated and
transﬁxed by the wonders inside.
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Artist Christopher Holt works on
Haywood Street Beatitudes, which
will be on display at NCMA.

courtesy NCMA

What’s to Come
To celebrate the new year, we’re taking a look forward from all fronts.
Flip ahead for 90-plus food and drink recommendations from our
big-name chefs and bartenders, Larry Wheeler’s peek at upcoming
exhibits at our local museums, notes from David Menconi on the
music scene and an argument from Mike Welton on the
architectural style that’s putting Raleigh on the map.
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Taylor McDonald

WHERE to
EAT&DRINK

2020
Nearly 100 ideas for local culinary
experiences, picked by the pros

F

rom James Beard nods to listings on Bon
Appétit’s Hot 10, the food scene in Raleigh
is racking up the accolades. By popular
demand, we brought back our top story
from last January: asking local chefs and
bartenders (aka, the people who know
their stuff ) where we should eat and drink as we
head into the new decade. These literal tastemakers
passed along a mix of upscale favorites, old-school
stalwarts and hidden gems—and even shared what
they make at home. Here’s what they told us.
—Catherine Currin
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GO-TO DIVE: Tacos Estilo Hidalgo #2
y Pupuseria in Cary, always order their
pupusas de chicharrón!
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: Oakwood
Cafe—comfort food all the way.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Stanbury—fried oysters, steak and
potatoes.
HIDDEN GEM: The Redneck BBQ Lab
in Benson. Love their burnt ends!!

HALSEY MERRITT
WINE BUYER & GM,
SHORT WALK WINES
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: Short
double latte from Cup A Joe
ROMANTIC DRINK: Royale has really lovely lighting and the general
atmosphere is really good. I also
like Apéro.
CASUAL BEVERAGE: Person Street
Bar is my go-to. It’s close and open
late, which suits my schedule.
GO-TO BEER: Anywhere that serves
a Tecate!
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This page: Ribeye at
Stanbury, Person
Street Bar; opposite
page: hot dogs at
The Roast Grill, ice
cream sandwich at
Bittersweet
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ANGELA SALAMANCA
LA JEFA, CENTRO MEXICAN
RESTAURANT AND GALLO
PELÓN MEZCALERIA

MADISON TESSENER
CHEF DE CUISINE, JOLIE
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: The Roast
Grill. Ask for ketchup on your hotdog,
I dare you.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
HIDDEN GEM: Taza Grill
RESTAURANT OUTSIDE OF RALEIGH:
Mateo
COOK AT HOME: Cakes, or anything
with sugar for my nieces.

MELISSA KATRINCIC
CO-OWNER,
DURHAM DISTILLERY
FAVORITE BARTENDER: Zack Thomas
of Crawford & Son. Martinez cocktail
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: Raleigh Raw
Morning Glory
ROMANTIC DRINK: The Umstead bar
lounge or outside on their terrace with
the ﬁreplaces.
CASUAL BEVERAGE: Bittersweet—
anytime of day
GO-TO FOR A BEER: The Northern Spy
SIT OUTSIDE: Whiskey Kitchen
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OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: Slim’s. You have
to get a mind eraser.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Stanbury. Bone Marrow with Montenegro.
HIDDEN GEM: Don Betos Tacos
CHEF TO WATCH: Angela Salamanca and
Marshall Davis
COOK AT HOME: Mole braised chicken
thighs and good white rice.

JAKE WOLF
CHEF-OWNER, CAPITAL CLUB 16
GO-TO DIVE: Slim’s, order the Coors
Banquet.
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: The Player’s
Retreat. App sampler.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Snoopy’s
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Fiction Kitchen—order anything
HIDDEN GEM: Not totally hidden
anymore but… Pho Far East.
RESTAURANT OUTSIDE OF RALEIGH:
Crook’s Corner
COOK AT HOME: Matzo ball soup
with my son
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ERIC MONTAGNE
EXECUTIVE CHEF,
LOCALS OYSTER BAR

ANTHONY GUERRA
DAD, OAKWOOD PIZZA BOX
GO-TO DIVE: The Goat. Not the
mystery beer, ever.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Lantern, the pork and chive dumplings
HIDDEN GEM: Caffe Driade
CHEF TO WATCH: Sam Ratto. What
a gem.
COOK AT HOME: Pancakes with
Vivian Guerra

Opposite page: Slim’s,
Fiction Kitchen; this
page: Dumplings
at Lantern, The
Pharmacy Cafe

DOUG WHEELER
BEVERAGE DIRECTOR,
THE ATLANTIC LOUNGE
FAVORITE BAR: Dram & Draught,
order scotch
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: The
Pharmacy Cafe on Person Street
ROMANTIC DRINK: C. Grace
CASUAL BEVERAGE: Circa
GO-TO FOR A BEER: Pelagic Beer
& Wine
SIT OUTSIDE: William & Company
MAKE AT HOME: Olive-infused
vodka martinis

FAVORITE BARTENDER: Alexander and
Jordan at Gallo—I drink whatever the
bartender is making…
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: Heirloom—
black iced red eye
ROMANTIC DRINK: My crib
CASUAL BEVERAGE: Havana
GO-TO FOR A BEER: Modelo Especial—anywhere that I’m not working
and my homies are working! I like to
spread the love.

DREW MAYKUTH
CHEF-OWNER, STANBURY
GO-TO DIVE: Frank’s Pizza
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: 42nd Street
Oyster Bar. I normally keep it pretty
simple, but I’m deﬁnitely starting off
with at least a dozen oysters.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
HIDDEN GEM: El Rey del Taco. Handsdown best tacos in the area.
COOK AT HOME: I like a good ribeye,
but what I get most excited about is
spatchcocking a good chicken, roasting
it on top of ﬁngerlings in a cast iron,
with butter and thyme.
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IAN MURRAY
HEAD BARMAN, DRAM &
DRAUGHT

Opposite page: Gallo
Pelón Mezcaleria,
42nd Street Oyster
Bar; this page:
Johnson Street Yacht
Club and Poole’s Mac
‘n Cheese

ROB NATION
BARTENDER, TRANSFER CO.
FOOD HALL
FAVORITE BARTENDER: Dylon Myrick,
and I’m simple. Usually just a beer
and a side of Reposado Tequila.
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: I usually
make my own coffee at home, and
I’m a big fan of Pine State Coffee for
those beans.
CASUAL BEVERAGE: I really like Person
Street Bar. I feel certain that Johnson
Street Yacht Club is going to be a standard for me.
GO-TO BEER: Person Street Bar

SUNNY GERHART
CHEF-OWNER,
ST. ROCH FINE OYSTERS & BAR
GO-TO DIVE: MoJoe’s. Those wings tho.
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: Clyde Cooper’s
BBQ. BBQ Sandwich
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Poole’s. Mac & Cheese, duh.
HIDDEN GEM: Carroll’s Kitchen
RESTAURANT OUTSIDE OF RALEIGH:
Lucky’s Deli
CHEF TO WATCH: Matt Kelly & Ashley
Christensen—OG’s still killin’ it!
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FAVORITE BAR: We love the bars at Fiction
Kitchen and Apéro.
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: Kaleb at
Benchwarmers makes a great cortado.
ROMANTIC DRINK: The cozy bar at Death
& Taxes is great for cocktails and some small
bites before your meal, or as a start
to the evening.
GO-TO FOR A BEER: We’ve been spoiled with
the opening of Burial Beer and Transfer Co.
Food Hall across the street.

GARRETT WADDELL
MANAGER, FOUNDATION
FAVORITE BAR: Slim’s—Tecate, shot
of Espolòn or a Mind Eraser.
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINK: A draft cold
brew and all of the baked goods from
Union Special Bread.
ROMANTIC DRINK: Night Rider
CASUAL BEVERAGE: Ruby Deluxe
GO-TO FOR A BEER: Slim’s
SIT OUTSIDE: Slim’s
MAKE AT HOME: Mezcal in a glass
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CRAIG RUDEWICZ
AND LINDSAY LASSERE
CO-OWNERS, CRUDE BITTERS

Opposite page: Death
& Taxes, Union Special Bread; this page:
Latke Benedict at
Littler Durham,
Pine State Coﬀee

ADAM CUNNINGHAM
AND MARC RUSSELL
CO-OWNERS,
LONGLEAF SWINE BBQ
GO-TO DIVE: Slim’s—Coors and shot
of Evan Williams
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: Player’s
Retreat—order the Pete Burger and
onion rings.
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
Stanbury—everything
HIDDEN GEM: El Toro Taqueria
RESTAURANT OUTSIDE OF RALEIGH:
Littler in Durham

MIKE FREEMAN
KITCHEN MANAGER,
STATE OF BEER
GO-TO DIVE: Ruckus—one slice
of pepperoni and a PBR.
OLD-SCHOOL RALEIGH: Big Ed’s—
Fried Cajun Chicken with Eggs
CHAR-GRILL OR SNOOPY’S: Char-Grill
RESTAURANT FOR A CELEBRATION:
MoJoe’s—Double Patty burger with
chili and cheese
HIDDEN GEM: Pine State Coffee
RESTAURANT OUTSIDE OF RALEIGH:
Kokyu Na’Mean in Durham
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Checking in with our
area museums and
galleries to preview
the year ahead

In SIGHT
by LARRY WHEELER

L

ooking at art is a way of life for
me—and a source of great
pleasure and excitement. So
when WALTER asked if I
would snoop around Raleigh
and the Triangle to see what
was coming up on the art scene this year,
I was delighted to accept the invitation. It
turned into a most interesting adventure.
I’d just spent some time in the fall in
Venice for the Biennale and in Oaxaca,
Mexico, for Day of the Dead celebrations,
so my art gauge was fully charged (and
about to be more so with upcoming visits
to New York and Art Basel in Miami).
So I had big questions at the forefront
of my consciousness: How does the art
life of Raleigh and environs stack up
against the wider world? How important are the exhibitions being planned?
Would they be noticed anywhere else?
What are our artists up to? Are they
being heralded in the “artosphere”? Does
our art scene connect with the universal
art zeitgeist?
The short answer, I soon found, is that
the arts here are as dynamic, diverse in
their makers, messages and media, and
excellent as what I see in the major art
centers of the world. And just as much
fun to discover, too. The Triangle has
superb art museums which, in addition
to their outstanding permanent (and
generally free) art collections, present
special exhibitions that showcase the best
art of our time—and the past. Here’s
what I learned.
Painting is alive and well
Painting is alive and well and, in fact,
ﬂourishing in our midst. Inspired by the
prominence of painting in recent art fairs,
the Whitney Biennial, and New York
galleries, local curator and artist Ashlynn Browning has created Front Burner:
Highlights in Contemporary NC Painting for
NCMA, opening March 7.
This major exhibition highlights the
work of 25 mid-career and established
artists from across the state. For old-timers, it will be refreshing to see art that
reminds us of the golden era of Francis
Speight, Claude Howell, Maud Gatewood
and George Bireline. The new stars may
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Left: Martiny Meric; Right: Courtesy NCMA.

Vista View by
Shaun Richards.
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African & African American creativity
CAM keeps feeding the appetite for
the new and provocative—and the
important. Several CAM shows over the
spring and summer project the expanding energy of African American and African creativity, Afro Futurism and such.
Kennedi Carter, a Durham-based photographer, will show work in the spring,
as will Corey Pemberton. In the summer,
CAM will showcase new work by Maya
Freelon, extraordinary Afro-futurist
photos by Alun Be, provocative work by
Durham photographer Titus Heagins,
and the not-to-be-missed Afro-queer performative work by the brilliant Mikael
Owunna. Big time stuff. CAM must be a
regular stop on your art romps.
Still speaking of Africa, NCMA’s Curator of African Art, Amanda Maples, created Good as Gold: Fashioning Senegalese
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Women, opening April 4 at the museum.
Maples takes a look at how Senegalese
women have used fashion and ornament
to present themselves for more than 100
years. Maples originally created the show
for the Smithsonian’s National Museum
of African Art, where it was acclaimed
by critics and the public alike. Holland
Cotter, art critic for The New York Times,
praised the show. He was particularly
taken with the self-presentation (fashion,
jewelry, hair) of fashion designer Oumou
Sy. “It’s sensational. Fashion as public
sculpture, I’d call it,” he wrote.
Don’t miss it.
While cruising the shows indoors at
NCMA, don’t forget to step out into the
Ann and Jim Goodnight Museum Park.
There, Leonardo Drew, an African-American sculptor from Brooklyn, will install
City in the Grass in April, a colorful ﬂying
carpet and cityscape exhibited last year in
Madison Square Park in New York. It is
over 100 feet long and 50 feet wide.
Metalwork, music & more
The Gregg Museum of Art and Design
features some of the most thoughtfully-curated exhibitions in these parts,
and its spring shows promise to be high
events for the region. It is so ﬁtting
that the gorgeous design work of Mary
Ann Scherr, the legendary Raleigh artist
and arts advocate, will be celebrated
from February until April in Mary
Ann Scherr’s Legacy in Metal. Stunning
creations in jewelry and object design
comprise the heart of the show. At about
the same time the Gregg will host Design
by Time, beautiful objects inspired by the
idea of time and transience, and All That
Glitters, objects that sparkle from the
Gregg’s collection.
The Nasher at Duke is a major player
in the art world. Trevor Schoonmaker,
their amazing chief curator, has built
an international reputation for discovering and rediscovering some of the
great artists of our time, especially from
African Americans and those of African
descent. Now until March 1, you have
the opportunity to see Cosmic Rhythm
Vibrations, an exhibition of works drawn
from the Nasher collection which are

Above: Haywood
Street Beatitudes by
Christopher Holt.
Right: Madame
Badiane by Alun Be.

Above and right: Each courtesy the artist.

not be so well known—yet—but their
talent undeniably connects them to
the dominant movements in the genre
today. Diverse choices are the underlying
strength of the show: the artists range in
age from 82 (Jerry Lynch) to 32 (Carmen Neely), there are 13 male and 12
female artists and seven artists of color.
But disregard the pigeonholes. They
are all damned good.
If you went to any prominent art fairs
or galleries recently, you undoubtedly
heard the voices of the artists. They reminded us of the environmental jeopardy to the world, the dynamics of dislocation and relocation of populations, and
the nobility of the individual, particularly the woman. You likely encountered
creative palettes incorporating textiles,
found objects and paper (handmade and
discarded) in the making of paintings.
You will ﬁnd these same ideas and materials brought before us in Browning’s
bold look at North Carolina painters in
Front Burner.
Shaun Richards, one of the artists
featured in the NCMA show and a player
in Raleigh’s art scene for a few years, will
also have a one-man showcase of recent
work—all paintings—at CAM Raleigh
beginning in June. It will be good to
reconnect with Shaun.
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Left, clockwise from top: Lovely Six Foota by Mickalene Thomas, Lathe V Chair by Sebastian Brajkovic, Untitled (Housetop) by Nettie Young.
Above: Still from All the Possibilities... Reﬂections on a Painting by Vernon Pratt.

inspired by visual and musical rhythm.
Included are a Gee’s Bend quilt, and a
feast of works by today’s modern masters
such as Nick Cave, Barkley Hendricks,
Christian Marclay, Odili Donald Odata,
Rob Pruitt, Alma Thomas, Robin Rhode,
Nari Ward, Mickalene Thomas, Carrie
May Weems, Bob Thompson and Alma
Thomas. Whew! This is a special experience. Don’t miss it. From March until
July, the Nasher presents the work of
Jamaican artist Ebony G. Patterson, who
will create an installation environment
evoking a night garden.
The Ackland Art Museum at
UNC-Chapel Hill will also contribute
signiﬁcant programs to the Triangle’s
spring season. Yayoi Kusama: Open the
Shape Called Love will feature 20 works

by arguably the most famous artist in
the world today. Painting, sculpture and
multimedia work will be on view (but
no Inﬁnity Room; for that you’ll need to
head over to NCMA). One of my favorite Ackland events is the annual MFA
show in the spring, featuring the work of
students about to receive a master of ﬁne
arts degree. I always ﬁnd work to lust
after—and to buy.
Superstar experiences are not limited
to the art museums in the Triangle. So
much creative work is being produced
by artists of all stripes and focus. Film,
for example: Marsha Gordon and Louis
Cherry recently premiered their new
short documentary, All the Possibilities…
Reﬂections on a Painting by Vernon Pratt
at the Gregg. It is the story of Vernon

Pratt making his major opus, a 256-panel
room-size painting consisting of 65,536
painted squares painted between 19801982. Pratt, a resident of Raleigh and
art professor at Duke, died suddenly in
2000. This sensitive ﬁlm raises awareness
of a genius who was in our midst and
raises the issue of how to preserve this
unwieldy masterpiece. The ﬁlm is headed
to festivals throughout the U.S. Another recent ﬁlm by Gordon and Cherry,
Rendered Small, shown on UNC-TV, is
also making the rounds of festivals. It is
about 1,200 American folk art buildings
collected and curated by Steven Burke
and Randy Campbell of Hillsborough.
Grear Patterson (whom I met as a
wee lad when I moved to Chapel Hill in
1994) has grown up to be a hot artist in
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painter, won the prestigious Rome Prize,
which enabled her to live and paint in
Rome this past year. Well-known painter
Damian Stamer had a show in Tokyo in
November. John Beerman, whose work
is in museums and private collections
around the world, recently showed
new work at Craven Allen Gallery in
Durham.
Keeping up with the exciting artists and art events in Raleigh and the
Triangle requires awareness and a bit
of planning. But to drop by a museum
or a gallery can provide an exhilarating
surprise. We live in an increasingly more
urbane area, with the best of the art
world given to us on a regular basis. I
merely scratched the surface in this piece,
so get up, get out—and get going.

This page: Peter Paul Geoﬀrion. Opposite page: Courtesy the artist (KUSAMA); courtesy of the Gregg Museum of Art & Design (TIBBITTS); Peter Paul Geoﬀrion (ODITA)

“So much creative
work is being
produced by artists
of all stripes
and focus.”

New York, Los Angeles and Europe. His
paintings are in museum collections,
including NCMA, and he is making
feature ﬁlms, as well. I attended a recent
private screening of Giants Being Lonely,
which he directed and Olmo Schnabel,
the artist Julian Schnabel’s son, produced. It’s making the rounds at international ﬁlm festivals—recently at Venice
and Lisbon—so keep an eye out for it to
come to Raleigh.
A group of Patterson’s small paintings
were shown recently at the Light Art
and Design Gallery in Chapel Hill, along
with works by his parents, Ippy and Neil
Patterson of Hillsborough.
And some updates on a few wellknown local artists: Beverly McIver,
art professor at Duke and celebrated

Opposite page: Untitled (Aurora Leaving Cephalus)
by Bob Thompson. This page, clockwise from top:
Untitled by Yayoi Kusama; Art 2 Wear Dress, 2011
by Veronica Tibbitts; Over Here, Over There by
Odili Donald Odita.
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A forward look at the music
scene in the Triangle

Graham Tolbert(BON IVER); Casey Toth (MANDOLIN)

now

HEAR
this

V

iewed from a distance, the
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel
Hill music scene seems to go
through cycles of ups and downs—
—
from times when local acts like
the piano-pop trio Ben Folds or
hip-hop group Little Brother are
on the national sales charts to
seemingly quiet periods. But on
the ground and in the nightclubs,
our music scene has pretty much
always been somewhere in the
vicinity of great, whether anybody
in the wider world is paying attention
i or not.
The current moment ﬁnds the Triangle commanding a fair amount
of national and even international attention across a wide range of styles,
from bluegrass to hip-hop. Here is some of what to look for and what
may come to pass in 2020.
by DAVID MENCONI
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left: Cherie Hanson (SAM BEAM); right: Brandon Todd (J.COLE); Dameon Morris (SZA); Greg Noire (RAPSODY)

POSSIBLE GRAMMY BREAKTHROUGHS
It looks like we may have some local
talent representing at the 62nd Annual
Grammy Awards this year when they air
January 26. And it’s about time: UNC
professor Bill Ferris won a Grammy last
year, Best Historical Album, for his career retrospective. But before that, it had
been nearly a decade since the Triangle
made a big splash at the music industry’s
top awards, when Durham-based Merge
Records improbably won the 2011 Album
of the Year with alternative-rock band
Arcade Fire’s The Suburbs. We’ve got some
possibilities in 2020.
Over the course of his career, jazz saxophonist Branford Marsalis has won three
Grammys—but none since 2002, when
he took up residence in Durham. Marsalis is nominated in two categories for this
year’s Grammys, Best Improvised Jazz
Solo and Best Jazz Instrumental Album.
So maybe this will be the year he wins his
ﬁrst Grammy as a local resident.
Fayetteville native, rapper and impresario J. Cole has yet to win a Grammy,
despite numerous nominations and the
fact that he’s had ﬁve straight albums hit
No. 1 on the Billboard 200 chart (look
for The Fall Off, due out in 2020, to make
it six). With four nominations in three
categories, he’s got a solid shot at his ﬁrst
Grammy this year.
Chapel Hill resident Sam Beam,
the guiding force and sole permanent
member of Americana group Iron &
Wine, has earned multiple nominations
in recent years without reaching the
winner’s circle. He’s up for two this year,
in the categories of Best American Roots
Performance and Best Americana Album.
Rhiannon Giddens won a Grammy a
decade ago as part of Carolina Chocolate
Drops, but she has yet to win one as a
solo act despite six nominations. She is
nominated alongside Iron & Wine in Best
American Roots Performance.
Former Raleighite Justin Vernon—
known as Bon Iver—won a pair of
Grammys back in 2011. Bon Iver is nominated in four categories this year, including Record and Album of the Year. A
number of local musicians share in those
nominations, including multi-instru-

Opposite page: Sam
h page:
Beam; this
J.Cole, SZA and Rapsody at Dreamville
Festival 2019
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A FESTIVAL TOWN
By now, Raleigh is well-established as
one of the country’s top destinations for
outdoor music festivals. One of its major
anchors will happen April 4 at Dorothea
Dix Park, the second edition of J. Cole’s
Dreamville Festival.
Dreamville’s 2019 debut event was a
huge success, drawing a capacity crowd
of 40,000 to Dix for a day-long performance lineup of 18 acts including SZA,
Rapsody, Nelly and Cole himself in the
headline slot. The festival—the ﬁrst at
Dix—went off with almost no problems
or issues, which festival management will
look to repeat in 2020. Expect the lineup
to be announced in a few weeks.
Come September, there’s a big festival of some sort taking up Raleigh’s

above & left: Kevin Keister (BLUEGRASS); Gus Samarco (FLAMING LIPS)

mentalist Brad Cook (who is also part of
Hiss Golden Messenger) and guitarist BJ
Burton (formerly of The Love Language).
It would be their ﬁrst Grammys.

right: S.P. Murray (JAKI SHELTON GREEN); Mary Ellen Matthews (ARCADE FIRE)

downtown streets almost every weekend, including long-running events like
SPARKcon and La Fiesta del Pueblo. But
September’s two biggest festivals bookend the month.
First up is Hopscotch, which returns
for its 11th edition the weekend of
September 3-5. Acts including Solange
Knowles, Flaming Lips, The Roots and St.
Vincent have been Hopscotch headliners
in years past. The festival’s ﬁrst lineup announcements tend to come in late spring.
Then, closing out September, is the International Bluegrass Music Association’s
eighth annual World of Bluegrass, September 29 through October 3. World of
Bluegrass has become one of downtown
Raleigh’s marquee annual events, and it
drew a total attendance of more than
218,000 in 2019. The 2020 edition will
be year two of the festival’s current threeyear contract. So as soon as the 2020
festival concludes, intrigue will start up
all over again as to whether or not IBMA

will extend its stay in Raleigh. In the
meantime, lineup announcements usually
start up in the early part of summer.
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY WORK
Raleigh singer-songwriter Tift Merritt has always been game for taking on
large-scale projects beyond just music,
including photography exhibitions and
hosting a public-radio show in Marfa,
Texas. This year she’ll present The Other
Side of Hungry River—a symphonic collaboration with NC State director of orchestral studies Peter Askim. Inspired by
Dix Park’s previous history as a mental
institution and slave plantation, the piece
will debut April 19 at NC State’s Stewart
Theatre, performed by the Raleigh Civic
Symphony.
Also in the works is the ﬁrst-ever
album by North Carolina Poet Laureate
Jaki Shelton Green, about which she says,
“I am both excited and terriﬁed.” The
album will consist of musical adaptations
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2020 | 95
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Kendall Bailey (MANDARIN ORANGE); Scott Sharp/News & Observer (FAMERICAN AQUARIUM); courtsey Sylvan Esso; Alexandra Valenti (TIFT MERRITt)

of the North Carolina Literary Hall of
Famer’s poems, including Letter From
the Other Daughter of the Confederacy,
For the Lover Who Eats My Poems and A
Litany for the Possessed. Recording details
are still coming together, but the album
is expected to be released sometime in
2020.
Other acts with new music on the
way in 2020 are Raleigh roots-rock
band American Aquarium, whose eighth
studio album, Lamentations, is due out
in April; Chapel Hill-based Americana
duo Mandolin Orange, who have quickly
graduated from headlining clubs to
amphitheaters over the past few years;
and Durham electronic duo Sylvan Esso’s
followup to their Grammy-nominated
2017 album What Now.
Maybe the best way to ring in 2020 is
with Steep Canyon Rangers’ just-released
North Carolina Songbook. Recorded live at
the 2019 MerleFest, it’s a compilation in
which the Grammy-winning bluegrass

group covers everything from jazzman
Thelonious Monk to onetime Chapel Hill
resident James Taylor—a pitch-perfect
rendition of Sweet Baby James.
Like the North Carolina music it
honors, it’s sweet.
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For the Stimmel
Residence in
Raleigh, in situ
studio created a
form that’s composed of three
volumes: two in
concrete, with
a wood box atop.
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KEITH ISAACS

I

THE
CAROLINA
SCHOOL
A chance encounter was the genesis
of our own class of regional modernism
by J. MICHAEL WELTON

n 1981, modern architecture in
the Triangle took a sharp turn in
a new direction—after a chance
encounter in the faculty lounge
at N.C. State’s School of Design.
There, neophyte professor Frank Harmon met a slight, elegant older man in
a Brooks Brothers suit. He introduced
himself as Harwell Hamilton Harris.
“You could have pushed me over
with a feather,” Harmon says.
A famed acolyte to California proto-modernist Rudolph Schindler, Harris had also been dean of the University of Texas School of Architecture,
and now was teaching at the School
of Design. He and Harmon talked for
an hour. “I was star-struck,” Harmon
says. “He changed the way I thought
about architecture.”
Eventually, Harmon would travel to
Texas with Harris for a museum exhibition of his work, followed by a tour
of his designs in California. In essence, the young architect received an
informal graduate course in regional
modernism from one of its masters.
It was a revelation to Harmon,
who before teaching at N.C. State
had worked in Richard Meier’s New
York office, designing stark-white
sculptural icons with little relationship to their landscape. By constrast,
Harris’ work was more sensitive to
its surroundings. “Harwell said every
building is a portrait of its client or
its place or its climate,” Harmon says.
“He said it takes a lot of courage for
every building to be different.”
In the early 1980s, the School
of Design had nearly lost its mojo.
Postmodernism—a movement that
looked back toward history for architectural inspiration—was eclipsing
forward-looking modern designs. The
School’s founder, Henry Kamphoefner,
had been sidelined as dean emeritus,
and the faculty, which decades before
had been required both to teach and
build, was engaged mostly in theory,
with little interest in practice.
Two exceptions were Roger Clark,
now retired, but at the time working
with O’Brien Atkins—and Harmon.
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In his designs, Harmon began to
investigate principles Harris had
learned from Schindler: actively
engaging the landscape, celebrating
natural light and exploring the relationship of volumes within volumes.
And just as he embraced Harris’
theories in his own practice, Harmon
began teaching them to his students.
“If I was able to pass this on to others,
I was going to,” he says.
SHARING THE KNOWLEDGE
Over the next three decades, Harmon
would introduce three generations of
architects to the principles of regional
modernism. Some absorbed them in
his classes. Others discovered them
while working in his studio. Still others learned from those he’d taught.
Among the ﬁrst generation were
Ellen Cassilly of Durham and Arielle
Schechter of Chapel Hill, each 60
years old today, with proliﬁc ﬁrms
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that bear their names. Next: Vinny
Petrarca and Katherine Hogan of
Tonic Design/Build, and Matt Griffith
and Erin Lewis of in situ studio, all in
their 40s now. Then a younger generation, including Raleigh Architecture
Company’s Robby Johnston and Craig
Kerins, now in their 30s.
When I asked Johnston in 2015 why
his house felt like Harris’ home and
studio on Cox Avenue in Raleigh, he
quipped: “Because it is like it! I learned
it from Vinny, and Vinny learned it
from Frank, and Frank learned it from
Harris.”
Johnston had come to Raleigh in
2005 to work for Petrarca, who’d
worked in Harmon’s office from 1993
to 2003. “I thought I should be progressive,” Johnston says. “There were
critically acclaimed architects here,
and I came here for Vinny.”
He would break away in 2010 to
found RAC, a design/build ﬁrm, with

Kerins. They’re best known for two
modern residences built in 2014 on
inﬁll space on downtown Raleigh’s
Edenton Street. “They’re somewhat
iconic,” says Johnston. “They were the
ﬁrst modern homes built in downtown’s urban fabric.”
Then there’s the Pleiades inﬁll development near downtown Durham.
It’s a series of nine homes snugged
into their sites, while addressing the
streets they face. “There’s a pocket
park for an exterior landscape organized around the houses,” Johnston
says. “And some respond to the domestic streetscape of the other homes on
Glendale Avenue.”
Tonic’s Petrarca and Hogan are
hands-on architects who love building
as much as they do design—and also
established their ﬁrm to do both. They
recently applied years of knowledge
to the Great Hall of Southeast Raleigh Magnet High School, turning

Courtesy Frank Harmon (HARRIS); Keith Isaacs (LAFERA); Mark Herboth (NEXSEN)

Left: Architect Harwell Hamilton Harris. Above: The LaFera-Wilson Residence by Raleigh
Architecture Company features opposing shed roofs. Right: Architect Don Kranbuehl of Clark
Nexsen renovated a Colonial Revival in suburban Raleigh, opening it up to natural light.
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Courtesy of Brooks + Scarpa (STEEPLECHASE); TZU Chen Photography (SCHOOL, TONIC)

Left: Brooks + Scarpa designed Steeplechase in Hillsborough, with design/build services from
Tonic Design. Above: The Great Hall at Southeast Raleigh Magnet High School, by Tonic Design. Right: Vinny Petrarca (center) and Katherine Hogan (right) at work.

its existing lobby into a popular study
and meet-up space. They did it economically with white walls, perforated
metal and wood. “We used the stairs to
create a focal point, and added warm
wood elements for storage under those
stairs,” Hogan says. “At lunch time, and
before and after school, every seat is
highly coveted—it’s intensely used.”
Tonic’s passion for design/build
appealed to the renowned modernist Larry Scarpa of San Diego-based
Brooks + Scarpa (he designed CAM
in 2010) when his client in Hillsborough sought a new home last year.
Like Caesar in Gaul, Scarpa divides
his projects into three parts: a good
client, a good builder and a good
architect. Tonic’s design/build capabilities embodied two of the three, so
he tapped that team to construct the
home while he worked in California.
Together, they built a contemporary
home that merged Scarpa’s innovative

design style with Tonic’s love affair
with construction.
LOCAL INFLUENCES
Architects here beneﬁt not just from
the heritage of the School (now College) of Design, but also from Research
Triangle Park. Both were established
during the mid-20th century, and both
imported forward-thinking people
and ideas over the decades. “Very few
of our clients are from here or grew
up in Raleigh. Lots of them came here
from other places, or moved away and
came back,” says Matt Griffith, who
co-founded Raleigh’s in situ studio
with Erin Sterling Lewis in 2010. “The
people who come for the universities
or to work in the Park are so cosmopolitan, and that’s why it’s possible to
do the work we do in the city.”
In situ is known for its work at Bida
Manda restaurant on Moore Square,
Church on Morgan and Jubala Cof-

fee on Hillsborough Street. The ﬁrm
is currently working on a visitor’s
center for the Ann and Jim Goodnight
Museum Park at the North Carolina
Museum of Art. All of its residential
work is one-of-a-kind: crisply modern
and site-speciﬁc.
Griffith and Lewis are veterans
of Harmon’s office, though Griffith
credits his time with Arkansas architect Marlon Blackwell, who recently
won the AIA Gold Medal Award, as
more inﬂuential. He’s hesitant to trace
regional modernism from architect to
architect, instead pointing to the designs themselves. “It’s less about individuals and more about collaboration
between people, offices and clients,”
he says.
Along with Cassilly, Schechter, RAC
and Tonic, in situ is part of a larger,
cutting-edge cadre of regional modernists practicing here today—one
that can be called the Carolina School
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of architecture. Among them: Philip
Szostak Design, Hobgood Architects,
Weinstein Friedlein Architects and the
Raleigh office of Clark Nexsen.
THE CAROLINA SCHOOL
One hallmark of the Carolina School
is that it’s driven by this area’s unique
attributes. “The form responds to the
site and context, whether it’s topography, buildings or public space,” says
Don Kranbuehl, a senior architect at
Clark Nexsen and assistant professor at
N.C. State. “You’re expressing an idea,
and then materials are used to express
the details.”
For the reinvention of a Colonial Revival home in Raleigh, Kranbuehl went
modern by wrapping most of its exterior in a ﬁber cement board, adding a
translucent Plexiglas canopy to the
entry, and ﬁnishing its former garage
in local Atlantic white cedar. The home
is opened-up for natural light inside,
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but its traditional form remains true to
its neighborhood and region. “Rather
than an abstract iteration of form that
you see on the West Coast, there’s an
architecture of place here,” he says.
Kranbuehl sees Harmon—a mentor
and role model—as the Southeastern
representative of regional modernism,
while Chapel Hill architect Arielle
Schechter considers his range broader.
“I don’t think he knows the inﬂuence
he’s had,” she says.
Harmon’s style never insists on a
single solution. Instead, individual
responses are de rigueur. “The site
is your building, and you do what’s
appropriate,” Schechter learned from
him. So when she designed a home in
Pittsboro for a couple seeking privacy
from neighbors, she clad its front in
cypress for total opacity. But its rear is
transparent, with a porch that overlooks nature on its one-acre site.
When she designed a home for a

client who loves to cook, Schechter put
the kitchen at the heart of the house,
with access to all other areas. Even the
wrap-around deck connects a grilling
area to the screen porch.
It’s this variety of interpretations
that makes the Carolina School. Its
architects follow similar principles,
but like artists, they work from their
own palettes. They may use the same
material—say, cement board for exterior cladding—but some paint it white
where others want green or black.
Still, it’s all about modernism for this
region. “What sets it apart are great
connections to outdoors, sensitivity to
site and volumetric buildings,” Schechter says. “And there’s a lot of creativity
around, and a lot of points of view
around how to design.”
Schechter believes that North Carolina is living its California moment
today, like the modern wave that swept
the West Coast in the 1930s, when

Mark Herboth (nexsen); Keith Isaacs (LAFERA)

Above: Architect Don Kranbuehl of Clark
Nexsen retained the original form of a
Colonial Revival in its renovation, assuring that it remains true to its neighborhood. Right: The LaFera-Wilson Residence,
by Raleigh Architecture Company, overlooks a heavily wooded steep slope.

Harris was starting out.
That’s evident in new construction
projects here, both big and small—
like the narrow, asymmetrical condos
squeezed between bungalows in
downtown Raleigh, the context-respecting recreation center at Joyner
Park in Wake Forest, and the ﬁve-story, 45-unit Fairweather condos in
Raleigh’s warehouse district.
As investors and developers become
more comfortable with regional
modernism, we can count on more
of this individual, environmentallyresponsive design.
I expect to see these three generations of Carolina modernists leaving
their imprints on the Triangle for
decades to come. Others will follow,
because they’ll want to be part of the
Carolina School.
The result will be place-making
that’s unlike any other, anywhere else
on earth.

GIVE
LOCAL

Let’s work together to
ensure everyone thrives.
Learn more at trianglecf.org
Triangle Community Foundation
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For multimedia maker
Louis St.Lewis
art is life and life is art

by CHARLES UPCHURCH
photography by
JILLIAN CLARK
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W

hen it’s time to
make the movie,
Hollywood will
go gaga for Louis
St.Lewis. There’s
the strict Southern
upbringing, with a cast of characters
worthy of Tennessee Williams. There’s
the escape of a gifted but tortured
young artist from his close-knit hometown, the ascent into the glamorous
orbit of Warhol in 1980s Manhattan,
and the ﬁnal triumph of critical acclaim
as a transcendent talent.
In his work, as in his personal style
and showmanship, St.Lewis embraces
Romanticism over Realism, and embodies the contention of Oscar Wilde
that “the highest art (and, perhaps,
good champagne) rejects the burden
of the human spirit.” In art, he found
refuge, purpose and persona. St.Lewis
is creativity in the ﬂesh, master of his
aesthetic, and a splendid piece of work.
He’s also one of the most proliﬁc
artists in North Carolina. A 30-year resident of Chapel Hill, St.Lewis has been
crowned “Best Artist in the Triangle” on
20 separate occasions. His mixed-media
pieces, typically incorporating xero108 | WALTER

graphic imagery, 3-D objects and illustration, are exhibited in the permanent
collections of UNC’s Ackland Art Museum, the Wellington Gray Gallery at
ECU, the Danville (Va.) Museum of Fine
Arts & History, the Morris Museum, the
Ogden Museum of Southern Art and
the New Orleans Museum of Art.
St.Lewis has been hailed as a master
of assemblage by the national journals
Art News and Art Forum. Combining
classical images of portraiture and
ﬁgurative art with ornamental objects,
decorative embellishments and his own
pop-infused brushwork with paint and
other media, the effect is a post-modern
synthesis of surrealist formality, seductive rebellion, devilish humor and an
all-consuming love affair with beauty.
“I’ve always admired artists of the
past like Bronzino and Winterhalter,
very arch stylists, but being a child of
the 60s, I was swept away by the sheer
audacity of pop art,” says St.Lewis.
It was audacity, after all, that led the
aspiring artist from Raleigh to Warhol’s
inner circle.
At the risk of ignoring Wilde’s
warning about the “worship of facts,”
here are a few: Louis Lewis, named for

his great-grandfather (ﬁrst name in the
French, loo-ee), grew up in Wadesboro,
North Carolina, in a family proud of its
lineage connecting them to the explorer
Merriweather Lewis, a second cousin to
George Washington. The artist’s father,
Frank Washington Lewis, a grocery
merchant, was diagnosed in his teens
with paranoid schizophrenia and intermittently visited Dorothea Dix Hospital
in Raleigh for treatment. It was there
he met his wife, Ruth. “He was leaving
as my mother was going in,” St.Lewis
says. His memories of his parents, both
deceased, portray a web of psychological extremes that would spontaneously
combust on the pages of a screenplay.
That’s another story entirely. You
know—the movie.
Meanwhile, in high school he was a
creative force of nature, painting, drawing, collage-making, designing every
dance and prom and subsequently making unceremonious exits from a string
of secondary schools before appropriating the family vehicle and disappearing
to San Francisco. *insert family drama
here.* Upon his return, he walked into
the North Carolina School of the Arts
in Winston-Salem. He was asked for his

“I self-beatiﬁed in 1982. I decided
I had suﬀered enough in childhood
and schooling, so I might as well
grab the title. And I have performed
a miracle, as required of any saint:
I’ve made a living with art.”
—Louis St.Lewis
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Opposite: Various interpretations of Sir Walter
Raleigh and others,
by Louis St.Lewis.

In his work, as in his
personal style and
showmanship... he
found refuge, purpose
and persona. St.Lewis
is creativity in the ﬂesh,
master of his aesthetic,
and a splendid piece
of work.

portfolio. This is
it, he said, gesturing to himself.
They enrolled him
on the spot.
It lasted three
semesters. He
memorialized his departure with a
costumed affair in the dormitory, replete
with pomp and pageantry. In other
words, with art. St.Lewis was—and
is—a naturally occurring source of audacious originality.
On a visit to the emerging New York
art scene in the mid-80s, where the lines
between character, creativity and celebrity blurred, he found kindred spirits.
In 1986, he wrote from Raleigh to the
artists David McDermott and Peter McGough, known for living in the manner
and dress of the 1880s, expressing admiration and offering to host them if they
ever ventured south. They did (by train),
and the friendship led to an invitation
weeks later to join them in Manhattan
for McDermott’s birthday party at the
loft of painter Julian Schnabel. Andy
Warhol would be there.
“Warhol photographed me the ﬁrst
time we met,” St.Lewis says (the nega110 | WALTER

tives can still be
found at Stanford’s Cantor Arts
Center). “He was
lovely to talk to.
We spent time
at the Palladium
nightclub that week, corresponded for
a while, and a year later he was gone.”
The pop art icon had been impressed,
dubbing the young North Carolinian’s
creative output as, “Hieronymus Bosch
meets MTV.”
Back home, the budding career of artist Louis St.Lewis would soon be in full
ﬂower.
“I self-beatiﬁed in 1982,” he says. “I decided I had suffered enough in childhood
and schooling, so I might as well grab the
title. And I have performed a miracle as
required of any saint: I’ve made a living
with art.”
It has been more than a living. It has
been life, only larger. In addition to
museum exhibitions, St.Lewis has made
work for art expos, opera societies, ballet
companies, charity galas, corporate
clients, galleries and private collectors.
He is known for his work as a writer
and critic for publications in Raleigh,
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Louis St.Lewis (right)
with neon artist Nate
Sheaﬀer. The two often
collaborate on artwork.

Sir Walter Raleigh,
Reinvented

Durham and Chapel Hill over the past
three decades, and has been a vocal
advocate for artists and the Triangle arts
community. But it is his newest partnership that ﬁnally puts St.Lewis closer than
ever before to rock star status.
St.Lewis has joined forces with the
preeminent neon fabricator and glass
artist Nate Sheaffer as creative collaborator at Glas, their sprawling studio,
workshop and gallery on E. Whitaker
Mill Road. Sheaffer, St.Lewis and team,
including neon glass artisans Danielle
James, Zach Willis and Sarah Clover,
have reinvented the retro art of gas tube
illumination, celebrating traditional and
neo-vintage styles while putting a whole
new “pop” into pop art.
By taking a St.Lewis eglomise panel—a
handcrafted mirror backing created by
layering metallic powders and resins—
and deftly installing a neon accent to
glow up a Renaissance, Victorian or punk
rock image, art and energy are coupled
to dazzling effect.
And now, the entertainment giant Live
Nation has gotten in on the act. St.Lewis
and Sheaffer are being shuttled across
the country to liven up some of the top
live music halls in America, from the

main stage and bar to the VIP rooms. At
the Ritz in Raleigh, Louisville’s Mercury
Ballroom, Buckhead Theater in Atlanta,
and the Fillmore venues in Charlotte,
New Orleans and Philadelphia, there’s
a whole new visual vibe—the signature
cool of St.Lewis and company.
Here in town, look for their pieces at
Vidrio, Trophy Brewing, Mulino, Gonza
and Hummingbird. Last spring, the official image celebrating Artsplosure’s 40th
Anniversary in Raleigh was none other
than a Sheaffer-St.Lewis mash-up
featuring the visage of Sir Walter Raleigh himself. The original version,
A Gathering of Monarchs,
appeared in the September
2019 issue of Traditional
Home magazine.
In the Atlanta-based
magazine Art Papers, the writer
Anne Heller described St.Lewis as “one
of the most talented artists to arise from
that moss-covered Gothic chrysalis
called the South.” That’s what the movie
will be about. A metamorphosis, releasing something beautiful. All good stories
start with character. With Louis
St.Lewis, there is no higher art.

St.Lewis and Sheaﬀer created the cover art inspired
by our namesake—including
WALTER’s signature feather—
speciﬁcally for our January/
February 2020 issue. He’ll
be selling Sir Walter of the
Enlightenment (36”x36”) to
fund another, larger piece
that’s in the works—visit
waltermagazine.com for more
information.
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WALTER’s roundup of galas, gatherings, fundraisers
and just-for-fun events around the Triangle.

Guests gather for the Hope Gala to defeat ALS

116 An Evening with Celia Rivenbark 118 Behind the Scenes at the Executive Mansion
120 UNC REX 125th Celebration Gala 122 Chasing the Bright Side Book Launch 123 John Russell Book Launch Party
124 Women Making Change 125 Hope Gala to Defeat ALS 126 The Green Chair Project Ribbon Cutting
127 Women’s Giving Network of Wake County Impact Luncheon 128 The Heart & Art of Twins

The Whirl is online! Visit waltermagazine.com/category/whirl/
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An Evening with

L

ast November,WALTER readers gathered at
The Fairview in dowtown Raleigh to hear
from author and humorist Celia Rivenbark.
The night was made possible by our sponsors, Closets by Design and Reliable Jewelry. Guests
mingled with Rivenbark as hors d’oeuvres were
passed and cocktails by Diageo were served.
The group was then seated for a three-course dinner from Catering Works, including roasted chicken
stuffed with brie and a risotto Parmesan cake. When
dinner was in full swing, Rivenbark had the crowd

in hysterics with her hilarious anecdotes and Southern tales. She recalled funny holiday memories, and
caught us up on material for her weekly opinion
column.
Dessert was served alongside Bailey’s and coffee
before a Q&A with Rivenbark. Following the Q&A,
guests waited to meet Rivenbark while Quail Ridge
Books sold her titles to be signed. Special thanks to
our additional partners Attended Events, Westgate
Wine, Workshop Media and Alphagraphics.
—Catherine Currin

WALTER editor Ayn-Monique Klahre sits down with Celia Rivenbark for a Q&A
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Workshop Media

CELIA
RIVENBARK

Guests enjoy a threecourse dinner by Catering
Works at The Fairview
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Behind the Scenes at the

O

n December 11, WALTER joined ﬁrst
lady Kristin Cooper and members of the
Executive Mansion Fine Arts Committee for an exclusive tour of the Executive Mansion before it opened to the public for the
holidays. During the cocktail hour, guests roamed
from room to room, making themselves comfortable among the antiques and glittering decor in the
ladies’ parlor and gentleman’s lounge. Mrs. Cooper
welcomed guests into the “People’s Home,” then
posed for photos and showed off her personal touches to the decor.
At the event, we heard about the history of the
Executive Mansion and its furnishings from Jennie
Hayman, Chair of the Executive Mansion Fine Arts
Committee and Executive Mansion Fund, Michael
Ausbon, Decorative Arts Curator for the Executive
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Mansion and Nancy Andrews, a committee member
for the Executive Mansion Fund. The team showed
off vintage sketches of the State silver—normally
kept under lock and key—and told guests which
pieces of furniture were North Carolina treasures to
look for while touring the space, including a newlyfound antique from craftsman Thomas Day.
Thank you to our presenting sponsor, Pigﬁsh Lane
Antiques and Interiors, and supporting sponsor
Overture Centennial for making the event possible. We’d also like to thank the Executive Mansion
staff—particularly Chef Ryan McGuire, who made
the delicious food—as well as Westgate Wine, Attended Events and Green Front Interiors & Rugs for
creating an evening to remember. —Ayn-Monique
Klahre

Workshop Media

EXECUTIVE
MANSION

Opposite page: Nancy Andrews, Michael Ausbon
and Jennie Hayman give a history of the mansion. Clockwise from above: Docents led guests
on private tours; guests view pieces from the
archives; guests dine on hors d’oeuvres; ﬁrst
lady Kristin Cooper welcomes guests to the
mansion; the mansion dressed up for the holidays; guests in the dining room.
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UNC REX 125TH CELEBRATION GALA
UNC REX Hospital opened in 1894, and celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2019. To mark the milestone, UNC REX held a 125th Celebration Gala November 11 in front of
the main hospital, now located at the corner of Lake Boone Trail and Blue Ridge Road. Nearly 300 sponsors and friends came together and raised more than $370,000 to
help fund clinical excellence and patient assistance programs.

Audrey Galloway, Teresa Artis

UNC REX

UNC REX/Brian Strickland

Bob Winston, Charles Winston, Jenny Winston, Charles Winston

Catherine Harris, Jonte Harris

Cindy Park, Marion McHugh, Damian McHugh, Gary Park
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Anna Donegan, Bill Hamlin, Audrey Black, Jimmy Black

Judy Ice, Fairley Bell Cook

Furman Beckwith, David Prince

Linda Blount, Florence Winston

Holly Bovio, Ernie Bovio, Tina Burriss, Steve Burriss, Jignasa Sachar, Ravish Sachar

CAROLINA HERRERA

IRENE NEUWIRTH

BALENCIAGA

CHLOÉ

DRIES VAN NOTEN

PROENZA SCHOULER

ULLA JOHNSON

ISABEL MARANT

ROSIE ASSOULIN

TIBI

THE ROW

GOLDEN GOOSE

LELA ROSE

VERONICA BEARD

NORTH HILLS, RALEIGH
919.787.9780
WWW.VERMILLIONSTYLE.COM
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828.261.4776 • 2220 Hwy 70 SE, Hickory, NC 28602
amishoakandcherry.com

Hickory Furniture Mart • South Side • Level 2

Em Janyska, Jess Ekstrom

Raleigh’s premier
event planners
and producers

event

planning

fun

should
be as

as the events
themselves

Embree Duﬀy, Jess Ekstrom

Conferences. Award Shows. Galas. Employee Events. attendedevents.com

Photo: Kevin Seifert Photography

Arika Johnson Photography (HEADBANDS); Andrea Thatcher (RUSSELL)

CHASING THE BRIGHT SIDE BOOK LAUNCH
Jess Ekstrom, founder of Headbands of Hope and Raleigh native, held a book
signing November 24 at Kendra Scott jewelry store to celebrate the release of
her book Chasing the Bright Side. Ekstrom signed books at the event and 20% of
all Kendra Scott sales beneﬁted the Me Fine Foundation, an organization that
provides both ﬁnancial and emotional support to children that are experiencing a medical crisis and being treated at Duke Children’s Medical Center, UNC
Children’s Hospital, or WakeMed Children’s Hospital.

Vast
selection,
weekly deliveries
to Raleigh and
prices up to

40%

JOHN RUSSELL BOOK LAUNCH PARTY
Guests gathered at the home of Joyce
Fitzpatrick November 25 to celebrate the launch
of All the Right Circles, a novel set in Raleigh
by John Russell.

lower than retail.

westgatewinestore.com

919-787-4290
6405 WESTGATE RD, #115 RALEIGH 27617

John Russell, Joyce Fitzpatrick

LOOKING for an ITB LOT or TEARDOWN
for a NEW HOME BUILD?
Call TODAY to
locate your dream
home location
or conﬁdentially
discuss your
property as a
seller.

I specialize
in connecting
Sellers, Buyers
and reputable
Builders for
exclusive
listings and
“OFF MARKET”
opportunities.

You need to know this information!
HAYES BARTON | DREWRY HILLS | COUNTRY CLUB HILLS
WHITE OAK ROAD | LAKESTONE | COLEY FOREST

The Russell Family

“Don’t miss out on this service!” As a seasoned, successful Broker in this
ITB market for decades, I CAN HELP YOU! Call me...

Wes Minton, III

919-601-4224

wes.minton3@gmail.com

Grace & Comfort
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WOMEN MAKING CHANGE
Dress for Success Triangle raised more than $87,000 at its Women Making Change
luncheon October 10 at the Embassy Suites Cary. The event was presented by Oracle
Construction and Engineering. Cheslie Kryst, Miss USA 2019, was the keynote
speaker. Kryst spoke about the many people who helped her along her professional
journey and encouraged others to help women on their journeys, no matter how
small the gesture. Approximately 400 people were in attendance, including N.C.’s
ﬁrst and only female governor, The Honorable Beverly Perdue, and Dress for Success Triangle Founder, Pat Nathan.

SINCE 1939
Carrying High Design
and Quality Furniture

Interior Design
Services Available

North Raleigh • 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025

Leslie Solomon, Jada Wooten, Shawna Lemon, Cheslie Kryst, Liz Stanek, Audra Wooten

Lamps + Lamp Repair
Custom Build and Design
Lamps built on
premises

Chandeliers
Repair, Cleaning
and Parts

Accessories
Lamp
Shades
Prints
Large
In-Stock
Inventory
1000s of
Custom
Possibilities

Lisa Owens

Cheslie Kryst

Mirrors

919-821-3599
Since 1925

Paintings
Furniture

Ellaine Bolle

2123 Atlantic Ave. Intersection of
Whitaker Mill Rd. & Atlantic Ave.

Jamie Straub

Kelsea Peace

Monday through Friday 10 - 6 • Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
Visit our website at www.waysidefurniturehouse.com

HOPE GALA TO DEFEAT ALS
The Hope Gala to Defeat ALS was held September 27 at The Umstead Hotel and Spa. The event raises
hope, awareness and dollars to fund research for a cure for Project ALS and featured actor and
director Ben Stiller as a special guest.

Anagram Photography

Gena Combs, Ben Stiller, Chris Combs, Debbie Wilpon, Meredith Hulbert, Valerie Estess

A. Hobgood, Ben Stiller, Chris Combs, Glenn Veasey

Christopher Combs, Gena Combs, Chris
Combs, Anne Marie Combs, Ava Combs

5011C Falls of Neuse
Raleigh, NC 27609

919.876.1838

carriagehouseclothing.com
Braxton Wall

Katherine Wall, Celia Holler, Kelley Catlett

@carriagehouseclothing
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THE GREEN CHAIR PROJECT RIBBON CUTTING
The Green Chair Project unveiled its newly remodeled and expanded facility October 24 and celebrated with a ribbon cutting.

Jackie Craig, Beth Smoot

Tyler Cunningham

Jackie Craig and Beth Smoot cut the ribbon

Rabbi Jenny Solomon, Pastor Lisa Yebuah

Lorena McDowell, Graham Satisky

Sandra Jeﬀrey, Rebecca Harrell, Christine Belo, Felicia Gressette,
Don Lewellyn, JoAnne Baldini
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Lynn Sears, Jim Sears, Jackie Craig

Phil Kowalczyk, Scot Wingo

WOMEN’S GIVING NETWORK OF WAKE
COUNTY IMPACT LUNCHEON
The Women’s Giving Network of Wake County held
their annual Impact Luncheon at the Dorothy and
Roy Park Alumni Center at NCSU November 7 to
present $128,000 in grant awards. 2019 winners are
BloomHere, Read and Feed, Step Up Ministry, The
Green Chair Project and Gifted Arts.

Jenny Eury

Guests mingle before the luncheon

2019 Impact Luncheon

COOPER’SFurniture
Quality, Selection, Value & Service Since 1929

Tuesday-Friday 10am-6pm • Saturday 10am-5pm • Closed Sunday & Monday

820 East Chatham St., Cary 27511
Corner of East Chatham St. and Maynard Rd.

919-467-2401 • COOPERSFURNITURENC.COM
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SCRIBO
1

2

3
4

THE HEART & ART OF TWINS
AT COCOON GALLERY
Cocoon Gallery in Apex presented the Heart & Art
of Twins on November 11 featuring Author Marilyn
Shannon and N.C. treasures, the Bringle Sisters,
from Penland. Ceramic Artist Cynthia Bringle and
Textile Artist Edwina Bringle shared their creations
and discussed their 50 years of professional crafting
as well as how being twins inﬂuences their unique
artistic perspectives. Marilyn shared the similarities
and diﬀerences of the sister’s experiences to those
of the twins presented in her book, Listening into
the Hearts of Twins, from her In Just One Afternoon
book series. The event was hosted by Cynthia Mollenkopf, owner of Cocoon Gallery.

5

6

7

Cynthia Bringle, Prabha Ramakrishnan, Janet Borel,
Edwina Bringle
Cynthia Mollenkopf

8

9

ACROSS

DOWN

4) Jake Wolf likes to celebrate at
this restaurant
5) CC Parker bought this dessert
for her dad every month of 2019
8) Sir Walter Wally is a _________
9) This preschool allows kids in
Southeast Raleigh a free education
to prepare for kindergarten

1) Madison Tessener likes this old-school
Raleigh spot
2) Mill Outlet Village sells this material
3) Louis St.Lewis depicts this historic
ﬁgure for our cover
6) Angela Salamanca orders the steak at
_________
7) Raleigh Symphony Orchestra was
founded this many years ago

Janet Borel, Cynthia Bringle, Kathy Steinsberger

Cynthia Mollenkopf, Edwina Bringle, Marilyn Shannon

FI R E
2 .7. 20

WATER
4 . 3 . 20

2020 CULINARY ADVENTURES

elemental cuisine
at the crossroads of Science & Art

CO MIN G I N

MARCH
2020
A photo tour of the
N.C. State College of
Veterinary Medicine

E ARTH
8 .14 . 20

AI R
11 . 6 . 20

Artist Clarence Heyward
Preservation North Carolina:
In its new home

Welcome to Catering Works’ 2020 Culinary Adventures dining series,
multicourse dinners with boutique style wine pairings. Savor menus
that defy the properties of the periodic table. Enjoy a celebration of the
HOHPHQWVVFLHQWLȴFFRRNLQJPHWKRGVDQGDUWLVWLFSUHVHQWDWLRQ(DFK
dinner is accompanied by an artistic tribute featuring a local artist or
group. ELEMENTAL CUISINE

at the crossroads of Science & Art.

Purchase your tickets online at cateringworks.com/culinaryadventures.
CateringWorks.com | greatfood@cateringworks.com | 919.828.5932

Smith Hardy

END NOTE

I saw a little groundhog,
He came out in the sun,
And when he saw his shadow,
Back home he had to run.

S

o goes the beginning of the Groundhog Song, penned by North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences staffers. It’s the cheeky opener to the museum’s annual
Groundhog Day celebration, replete with a Shadow Ceremony, a Groundhog
Whisperer (also known as the mayor) and, of course, an appearance by Sir
Walter Wally. Always a rehabilitated groundhog, this animal ambassador is
charged with stepping out to see if his shadow will predict a swift end to winter.
It’s a fun event that’s less about predicting the weather than it is about teaching kids
about conservation, says museum educator Kari Wouk. This year, February 2 lands on
a weekend, so they’re expecting a crowd to make groundhog hats, learn about hibernation and pose for photos with Wally. “That being said, Wally is about 58 percent
accurate—which is higher than another, more famous groundhog, who is only about
39 percent accurate,” notes Wouk.
And, of course, you’ll be expected to sing along, to the tune of I Have a Little Dreidel.
But don’t worry, says Wouk, “We pass out the lyrics!”
—Ayn-Monique Klahre
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I am every heart that beats 2.5 billion times in an average lifetime.
Who says your lifetime has to be average?
Here’s to every heart that exercises. Loses weight. Learns to love fish, oatmeal, fruit and veggies.
Gets plenty of sleep. Gets regular checkups for cholesterol, diabetes and blood pressure. And gets
healthy. Every heart that knows an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Or, to quote the
experts at the state’s leading heart program, take care of your heart and your heart will take care
of you. Learn more about trusting your heart and your health to the best at wakemed.org/hearts.

Your heart. Your choice.

